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Natives Had Gathered to Hadley Prsides the Stand-
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LEADERS FOR RAILWAY MERGERS NOW

FROM

Curry Swam River and Was Corporation Attorney Got Too
Handy in Fixing Mis
Lost for Thirty-Si- x
Trial Juries.
Hours.
Manila, P. I., March 20. Governor
Curry is safe and well, hut the particulars of his rescue are not avail
able at this hour. Governor Buchanau,
commanding the department of tne
Vlsayas, has left for Catbalogan. the
capital of the island of Samar, to
Jend the aid of the federal government to the insular authorities if de
sirable.
Small detachments of federal troops are now assisting the con
stabulary in pursuit of fugitive Tula
janes.
THE OFFICIAL ACCOUNT
INTERESTING PARTICULARS.
Washington, D. C March 26. The
official account of the figb,t with the
Pulajanes on the island of Samar,
were received at the War Depart
ment today, from Governor General
lde, as follows:
"Saturday
morning, March 24th,
Governor Curry arranged to receive
the surrender of the remaining inila-jane- s
and their leaders at Magtaon
island of Samar. The leaders and luv
I'ulajanes; with fourteen guns, pre
Immediately be
sented themselves.
fore the surrender was to be made,
Pulajanes
the leader of the
made a
signal, and all of them made a bolo
rush. Judge Lubinger and a district
school inspector escaped in one direction and Curry in another, swimming
ihe river, and escaping in the bushes.
Tne other Americans are safe. The
killed,
constabulary
lost
sixteen
wounded and missing, with some guns
Thirty Pulajanes were buried.
lost.
Governor Curry was lost thirty-si- x
hours."
CURRY MAKES HIS OWN
REPORT OF THE AFFAIR.
Manila, P. I., March 26. Governor
Curry, in his report of the recent engagement with Pulajanes at Magtaon
cays:
"We had a hard fight, in 'which
Captain Jones of the constabulary
lost half of his command, but gained
a magnificent victory in the face of
overwhelming odds. The I'ulajanes,
under a flag of truce, opened fire.
The leaders of the Pulajanes ordered
the men first to wipe out the constabulary and then capture myself
a nd the other Americans. I have requested a company of federal troops
and will prepare to wage a war of extermination against the fugitives. The
constabulary did splendidly, thoug'i
their inferior anus, which were minus
bayonets, placed them at a disadvantage. The natives of Samar, with
the exception of the Pulajanes, are
in sympathy with us and are assisting. All the Americans are safe.

ACTIVITY IN KELLY
AND MAGDALENA MINES
J.

KENDRICKS STATES

B.

MAGDA-

AND KELLY DISTRICTS
LENA
NEVER
LOOKED
MORE PROSPEROUS NEW HOUSES GOING
UP.

Hendricks, of the
Mining company, arrived in the city
yesterday, after an extended visit to
the company's properties in Arizona
and Old Mexico.
Speaking of the company's property in Socorro county, the Kelly
mine, Mr. Hendricks, was as usual,
very enthusiastic. He stated that the
outlook for the future prosperity of
the Kelly and Magdalena districts
were never brighter.
'"Development work in our
said Mr. Hendricks, "is being
pushed forward in a systematic manner, and daily new a:ul better copper
sulphide ores are being laid b:re. it
nets us alout $0 per ton, and there
is comparatively little sorting to do.
We are shipping about five cars "f
ore a day, on an average."
company,
"The Sherwin-Williamowners of tlie "Graphic" mine at Ma1;- lalcna, are developing their mine
right along and are shipping enough
ore to pay for the work as they go
along, a new tunnel is being driven,
which will drain about 15o lVet more
' f the workings.
New h uses are going up in Kelly and the town is on a
.1.

B

Hello-mine,-

I).
New York, March
2J. John
Archbold, vice president
the
of
Standard Oil, testified at the hear- ing in the ouster proceedings brought
against the Standard by the state of
Missouri, that John U. Rockefeller
knows nothing about th matters concerned in this suit. " He dislikes
very much notoriety and cartooning,"
said Archbc'..
"It Attorney General
Hadley wants to go to Iakewood and
question him, I am sure he will find
him willing to answer any questions."
"There is only one place (o exHadamine witnesses," interrupted
ley, "and only one way."
Archbold was asked who was the
active head of the Standard Oil.
"There is no master mind in Standard
Oil," he replied. "It is maile up of
an aggregation of individuals." The
attorney general asked concerning the
men who composed the board of directors of the Standard, under tne
original trust agreement.
"John D.
Rockefeller, Charles D. Pratt, Wm.
Worden, H. M. Hrewster, A. J. Bost- wlsk. O. H. Payne and myself.
wa..e .lampion ifau .
in t

as general auditor of the Standard
Oil, that he sent men from his office
to St. Ixuis to audit the accounts of
Oil company. Durthe Waters-Pierc- e
ing the time the audit was being
made lie said the men were in the
company.
pay of the Waters-Pierc- e
TO PRO"

COMBINING

COMPETITION.
Kansas City, Mo., March 26. The
Journal says: Two or more railroads
may be thrown into receivership by
the proceedings' to be instituted by
Attorney General Hadley after ending his fight against the Standard Oil.
He has chosen railroads owning parallel and erstwhile competing lines,
which has violated the constitution of
Missouri by, combining. The pifneipal
ones among the lines to be attacked
are the Burlington, which owns the
Qulncy, Omaha & Kansas City; and
the Prisco which owns the Kansas
City, Clinton & Sprinfield. The Rock
LINES-OL-

NEW MEXICO, .MONDAY EVENING, MAKCII i(i,

Island and the Chicago & Alton,
which parallel each other In Missouri,
and the Missouri Pacific and Wabash,
both Gould properties and parallel,
may be proceeded against next.

LAW PURSUES

D

IS PUT
ON AT SPRINGFIELD.
Springfield. Mass., March IS. The
llrsi performance on any stage
of
"The Free l.anee," a new opera by
.lohn Philip Sousa and Harry H. Smith
will be given at the Court Sijuare
theater in this city tonight. The ep-- ;
t.i. which has been il hearsed for
ta! weeks under the htuue il'rer-uu- ii
if Herbert (liesham, is said to be
very pleasing and effective. Klaw &
Krlanger intend to give the new opera
a long run in New York, should it
prove the success which they expect it
10 be.

ARRESTS ARE MADE
OVER ENTERPRISE BANK.
pitf.-biirPa.. March 2'1. Four arrests wire made this atterin;ii in
connection with the t.iiluie of the Kn- otest A.
lerpri.M National Hank.
NiehoN. priv.i:- - secretary of W. H.
FOUR

j',

1

Cbaries
vii'liews. Centre I., pal.-toMcMillan,
Kdwar.l
Mesener and
clerks In the bank, were ar- rested on a charge of conspiracy to
d
o;t
format ion made
defiaud.,
r.
y special liaiii; r.vaminer t. r.v:it
n.

bp-e-

Moxey.

111

HHM.
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CALAMITIES

SUPPRESSES REVOLUTION

STATEHOOD

CONSTANTLY

LAWYER

TAMPERS WITH JURIES.
Now York, March 26. The investigation by the grand Jury of the alleged Jury fixing scandal, particularly
the criminal charges against Ambrose
F. McCabe, of the law department of
the Metropolitan Street Railway company, was begun here today. In a
general way it is charged that counsel
for the Metropolitan Street Railway
company and his nsstants have either
bribed or Intimidated witnesses to be
called in damage suits against the
company, to prevent their appearance
as witnesses against the company.
City Judge Sealmry for some time
conducted an investigation of these
charges and accumulated
a large
amount of testimony which will be
submitted to the grand Jury. On the
strength of the information collected
by him Judge Sealmry had Attorney
McCabe arrested. It is understood that
there are scores of cases against McCabe and his associates in the law
department of the Metropolitan Street
Railway company and that a lrrge
number of witnesses will appear 'to
testify. against them. The case Is attracting general interest and has stirred up a great deal of dust owing to
the fact that District Attorney Jerome had at one time begun an investigation Into the Jury fixing cases and
had conducted It in a desultory manner for some time, but had finally
abandoned it as hopeless, while Justice Sealmry quietly continued his investigation and succeeded in accumulating material sufficient, in his opinion, to insure the finding of an Indictment against McCabe and some men
higher up.
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CONTINUED
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Six Story Factory

55,

IN MEETING

Burns One Minor Amendment

and Collapses Endangering Many.

Accepted-Me- et

Again

on Wednesday.

s

RAILROAD ACCIDENT
Of

CAUSE REPORT FOR FREE ALCOHOL

Suffering and Loss of Life Smoot Up AgainSanta Fc
in a Severe Wyoming
Postmaster at White
Snow Storm.

House.

New York, March 2r Many lives
were in peril today when tne six- story factory building on Downing
and Hedford streets caught fire from
an explosion and collapsed In less
than forty minutes.
Several girls
Jumped Xrom the windows and wer
caught In fire nets. Many others were
rescued by ladders. Two three-stor- y
tenements were partly crushed when
the walls of the factory fell, but it Is
This picture illustrate one of the many terrible scenee that are now
rebelieved
troope
are
that the occupants had been
the
upprelng
where
provinces,
In
Baltlo
place
the
taking
Four
bellion and crushing out the very aueplcion ot It by wholesale farm burning. notified In time to escape.
This particular farm, which Is not far from Riga, was visited by troops, who firemen were overcome by the smoke.
to
then
fire'
set
rifles
and
burned
They
the
there.
found bullets and rifles
THE MEETING OF RIO
tne flames spread until seven
the farm. They also arrested the oc:upants, leaving the mother of the buildings were afire at once. Firedestruction.
man Dennis Hadley was taken from
GRANDE PRESBYTERY family to weep over the
the ruins and died later.
Captain
Walsh was reported mislng, but was
The Presbytery of the Rio Grande
luter found and taken to the hospital.
'BRUTAL MURDERS
of the Presbyterian church, will meet GOODING SAYS HE
4
in annual session tomorrow morning
ANOTHER SLAUGHTER MADE
at 9:30 o'clock in the Lutheran church.
SHOCK HUMANITY
DITCHER RAILROAD TRAIN.
DIDN'T PROCLAIM!
After devotional service the election
Cheyenne, Wyo., March 26. It is
of a new moderator will take place.
reported here that nine were killed
There will be four candidates for
and twelve injured in a passenger
licensure before the Presbytery. The
on Way Jealous Man Kills Two Gir's wreck of the Chicago & Northwestern,
examination In open Presbytery will Labor Committee
thirty miles west of aspar.
The
occur during the day tomorrow.
While Riding in a
wreck is believed to have been caused
From New York to Boise
In the evening at 7:30 o'clock In
by
a
washout,
the
and
train is said
the Lutheran church, Mr. W. H. l):i
to have overturned.
The railroad
Buggy.
Uose, who has been supplying so acto See - Orchard.
bridge
Caspar
is
reported
at
washed
ceptably the Rev. Mr. Cooper's pulpit,
out, but no relief train could be sent
while Mr. Ccoper has been east, will
scene
fro
nithere
the
of
to
the wreck.
preach the sermon. Mr. Du Bob6 is
SEE HIM SAYS THE DAUGHTERS OF A RANCHMAN
Fuller Particulars Given.
a candidate for licensure and ordina- CAN'T
Caspar, Wyo., March
2G.
tion and the sermon will be in the naLast
night, at 10:3o, the accommodation
ture of a "trial'' sermon before the
Presbytery.
Goovernor No Prospect Yet of Convict Kills Guard and Is Killed train on the Chicago & Northwestern
branch, west of here, ran into a
On Wednesday evening the ordinaby Another Guard for It
washout, twenty-si- x
tion service will take place in the
miles west of
Coal Compromise at
here, killing nine and injuring thirsame church.
'
teen others. About the same time,
Instantly.
Special music will be rendered at
Indianapolis.
the middle span of tho railroad bridge
each of the evening services.
across the Platte, near here, went out.
Tho public will be welcome at auy
Runge, Texas,
of the meetings.
March 2fi. Near A great force : was put to work and
Boise, Idaho, , March j2CVtoveruor
the bridge repaired this morning.
south of here,
Gooding, today, received a telegram Couclue. eUlil luiles
New York Money Market.
Mexican named Ramon, overtook the Superintendent Cortillion and three
signa- vehicle containing two young women, doctors secured a hand car and start
New York, March 20. Money on from New York, bearing the
o dfor the scene. .A
severe snow
per cent; ture of John C. Chase, former mayor daughters of Alex M. Henry, a well to came
call, steady at 3'24
up, and after going six miles,
prime mercantile paper, 5i 6& per of Haverhill, Mass., stating that a do ranchman, and a little, boy, yes the hand
car was blocked. They telecommittee representing a large num- terday. Ramon climbed into the rear graphed back
cent. lizr silver, K5'2c.
to- - Caspar, and tesms
ber of labor unions would leave New of the buggy and cut the throat of one were
rushed to the point, and In these
York ftt once to hear the confession of the women, causing instaut death
of Harry Orchard and Steve Adams. The horse became frightened and be the physicians reached the wreck.
The New York labor leaders are sup gnn to run, whereupon Ramon drew Most of those killed were In a caThe caboose sank down deep
posed to be acting on ,the bogus ' his revolver, and placing It at the back boose.
and water. A car plunged o
proclamation sent out from here last t f the liead of the other woman, Bhot in. mud
tho calKKwe, crushing it like an
week.
The governor has authorized her dead. Jealousy was the cause
l.
Most, of the killed and
no such proposition, nnd no com- - ' The officers are searching for Ramon
Injured were workmen being formil tee will be permitted to see Or- warded to grading camps on the ronil.
" VENGEANCE CAME QUICK
chard or Adams.

NAVY ACTIVITY, OFFI-

in-t-

Washington, D. C, March 2t. Tho
senate and house conferees on statehood held their first meeting today.
The result was an agreement on ona
of the minor amendments. The real
question a to the admission of New
Mexico and Arizona
was not discussed, it being tacitly agreed that all
minor matters should he first disposed of. The next meeting will take
place Wednesday.
FARMER

MAY RAISE
HIS FAMILY

FUEL.
Washington, D. C, March 2C The
free alcohol
of the
house committee on ways and means,
today agreed to report the free alcohol bill to the full committee on Wednesday next. The feature of the bill
is that it takes the internal revenue
tax off denaturalized domestic alcohol
for technical uses, including lighting,
heating and mortor uses. It Is predicted that the effect of the bill will
lighting
be a revolution In heating,
and furnishing fuel for motors, as
alsohol is cheaper than kerosene or
gasoline, and can be made from any
grain, root or fruit containing starch.
SENATOR SMOOTls
BEING CONSIDERED.
Washington, D. C. March 26. The
senate committee on privileges and
elections resumed consideration of the
case of the United States Senator
Smoot of Utah today and in accordance with a previous agreement
is
now hearing evidence In rebuttal. The
hearing will probably consume several
days.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, March 26.
Walter and wife, of Santa Fe.
were accorded a pleasant Interview
at the White House by President
Roosevelt, who discussed important
New Mexico
matters with Walter.
Speaking of Governor George' Curry,
reported killed In the Philippines, nut
subsequently said to have escaped by
swimming a river, the president said:
"Curry was one of the very best
men we had In the Hougli Riders. He
Is making a splendid record in the
Philippines."
Delegate Andrews Is working with
the conference committee on statePost-maul-

er

hood.

egg-shel-

CIAL AND OTHERWISE

AND FATAL TO CONVICT,

NEITHER OPERATORS
NOR MINERS CONCEDE.

Washington, D. C., March 26.
There are signs of activity among the
members of the naval pay corps who
possess sufficient rank to entitle them
to regard themselves as candidates
for the place of paymaster general.
The present incumbent. Rear Admiral
It. T. B. Harris, is on the retired list,
and may ask to be detached from this
active duty at any time. It is probably in anticipation of some such action on his part that other officer's of
his corps are now found filing their
applications for the place and having!
their friends see the secretary of the
nay in meir nenau. vvun an me evi- denee of this campaigning, there Is
to indicate who will get the
omce wneu it is vacated, 'there wi..
probably be a hot fight ns there was
a year or more ago when Rear Ad- miral Harris retired, and when the'
were so numerous and ac- live that the President asked Admiral
tiarris to remain over until ho could
get around to the selection of his sue- cissor. It is likely that there will be
no appointment to the place until nut.
unin, in any event, and It Is possible
that Rear Admiral Harris will com- plete bis four year term, which does
not expire until late in i;o7.

Assistant Secretary Arounnd Circle.
Washington. 1). C., March 26. The
assistant secretary of the navy has
gone to New Orleans, and will continue his tour of inspection homeward
no as to take in the naval station at
Key West, the dreary reservation and
coal pile at Dry Tortugas, the navy
yarn at unancston, and so on to
Washington. He Is accompanied by
his naval aid. This la Mr. Newberry's
first official trip of any account and
he means to make it severely prac
tical and business-likHe will go by
rail, usinc a naval shin mK- - from NVm
Orleans to Hey West, when he will be
a passenger on board the Scorpioin.
He has sent word that he will be
able to attend dinners, and will be
obliged to decline the Invitations of
chambers of commerce. He is certain
to be. sought by the leading citizens
of Pensacola, for instance, in an
tempt to have the navy department
change the plan for holding the an- nual record target practice off the
southern coast of Cuba. It is usual
for the ships of the Atlantic fleet to
Isit Pensacola for this purpose, and
this means much to the merchants of
the town. The department will not
alter its program in this respect,
however.

In.Hntinnolia

resentatlves

V:irM.

Tnrl

T?,n- -

OR

the operators

of

and
miners resumed executive session of
tho lolnt committee todav. Noihlnc
has transpired since Saturday to
change the situation, and apparently
the deadTock is as firm ns ever.
TELEGRAPHIC
St
dull,

e.

i

Mo.,

March

2C

1
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St. Loui? Wool.
St. Ixmis,

Mo.,

steady;

of the Wesleyan university at Middle- Conn., will meet here this arter-jnoo- n
to consider steps for me rebuild,
quiet ing of the historic old North hall.
which was recently destroyed by fire.
The building was one or the two or- liginal buildings of the college nnd was
(1 1,1 1825 l)y
th' American
Wool ''1,'r,

March
2C
unchangedwestern ''r"'y- Scientific and Military academy
whh h was established in Mlddletown,
r.
(T
fine medium.
i "mi.,
uy vapi, Allien rariiiuge,
-

medium 22i2'J:
fine, 1821.

-

-

nii

superintendent of the I'nlted States
Military academy nt YVvst Point. In
Provisions.
is.'nn the military school was removed
Chicago, March 2. Closing prices ito
Norwich, Yt. Shortly after Captain
Wheat May.
July, 77 r.
Partridge and his cadets had gone the
Corn May, 43T.c; July, 4tc.
property was acquired by the Metho-jilOats May,
July, 2as;e.
church. It Is understood that the
I'ork May, ?1. :j,; July, $lt;.
"
insurance on the building will cover
l.ard May, $s
July, $$ .i'U,"
about three quarters of the value of
Kitis May, 8.7'. July, $S.C2H.
I'lie structure.

"r;

2o-!- .

Chicaao Cattle Market.
Chicago. J!!., .V.i it
Pattle i
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Aim in, Tex., March
I'll. Prompt !y ' mutilate. in the closing session of the
Quotations.
Closing
at 12 o'clock this noon the slat,, lei:- - regular session of tlie e:;;s'ature. It
New Ynr'
20.
Mat.
Follow in.:
is believed that there was no fiaild were cioslr pr
islature of Texas met at. the capital' :m,l
alay;
t
;l
vv;l
iilll'l'lv n it, 1.0 a
Atchison, i ..in
,',
and the special session . ailed by Gov. ,.as,.,i ,,y ,hl. ,sh
C,
iuln.y of
Atchison, pt.i .
lop,
ernor S. W. Liiiiham, for the purpose rinsing hours of the session,
New Yor!; Cen'
145
of considering the election law prob- i;
One thing wii! be watched l,y
IVnnsj lvanla
i:;s'.
lem, was opened.
people all over ti'e Stat;
That i.s
17".
According to the call sent nut by these 1"S tneii.be: i who nureed 1o !Jtlt h v, l;ci
15::
Governor I.anhani the legislature has conic hen-anserve fur noil'.i.g. even I'ui; ;i Pacific,
u;
been called for one purpo.--e only, "To w it limn mileage, if hey weie given I'ni.m Pacific,
ins--provide for definitely determining the. a chiint e to cheek the hemorrhage in C' pper
.v S.. ciin
,.. 4"'-.votes which candidates fur prty section
of tie' venei.il election
lof,',
nomination for state anil district orll - jlaw. Whether or not they will ftand t:- S. S., pi 1.
ces shall receive in state ami district their promise
written agreement
pohiical conventions, based upon the is awaited l.y ihe people with great
Markets.
Kansas C
results of the primary eleciiims held Ilitere '
Kansas Cliv.
March ';.
in the different counties of tic sta'e
I'll-when
r tlie law.
ieNIoturs aretle receipts, 1"
or of the district, as the case may be." ca! ie
IIIin extra
tliey a:"
soiti hei ns; mar
leady to a shade
TI.e special session of the twenty- -' lowed in Tea l. and per.'ieui tl.e s.iiii,' lower;
iia'iw
rs, $l.25i r..:o;
"
ninth b irislature has i.ecn.o neces- - as tor the regular
an
n.
"" ; soutl.ei n
iere is'iuij.t n steei-y in i n! n et a milliner or scrum?
from draw inn cows, f2.'2'1i 1..
is 110 way to l.eep
alive covvs and
:.d
made by the legislaiiiri- In It f.tl'T the l 1.1
pi ocianin-iolieifers.
stackers
and
the low election laws. It is have :,ce be. :i i I' d l.y t tie gov- - feeders. $ ! i..,
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ixpecled that nearly every member of i nor. 1! all ' :e
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fed
lh.' legislature will have some
e " ion will be
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drawing full pav
$.;.;:,
tern fe,(
vet inns to offer and the session w ill ra'her e .eii.--i e. but it :1m y stand by .! 7 7t 4.5o.
probably last a full month. It is not their j.ri.'iii-e- s
the s a; v. ;'! not be
Hheep
i.O'hi;
rec. !;
market
believe i that any effort will be made taxed to anv g '
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ASKING
FOR MORE WORK.

INSPECTING NATIONAL
GUARD IN THE SOUTH.
Baltimore, Md., Marct 26. The
general inspection of the Maryland
National Guard on the part ol the
United States war department and the
state will begin this evening and It
will probably require one month to
complete the Inspection. The Inspection was ordered by Major General
Wade, commanding the Atlantic division of tho regular army and Captain
William Baird, United States army
(retired) will represent the federal
government in the Inspection, while
the state will be represented by State
Inspector Col. Charles D. Gaither, adjutant general of the first brigade.
The inspection will begin this evening
with the Fifth regiment, and will include the entire brigade, which consists of the First, Fourth and Fifth
regiments, Troop A, the Sigil Corps
and the First Separate company.
It is the wish of the war department to ascertain the condition of the
brigade, the efficiency of the men and
to find out what they need in the way
of equipment and training, in order to
be placed in the field for active service In the event of trouble with
China or uny other foreign power.

At Charleston, Also.
Charleston, S. C March 26. Inspector General John D. Frost and
Col. K. B. Fuller of the United States
army arrived here this morning for
tho purpose of making a thorough Inspection of the Ffrst battalion of the
Third regiment. This afternoon the
BLACK FRIDAY IN
two inspecting officers will hegjn their
NEW YORK TOMBS.
work and It will probably require
26. New
York
New York. March
three days to complete their task In.
.n.inals have their Hlack Friday,
this city, it Is expected that the variDOUBLES IN RACGUET
only :t dm s not come in an occascity will make
ion;! way, and alter long Intervals,
CHAMPIONSHIP GAM;, ous companies In this showing
which
ry sixth day of tlie week it
i' i
New York, March 26. The tourna- tlie same excellent
they have made In former years.
(in Fridays, the six ment for the doubles I a apiet cham'com- -i to tin in.
of the criminal court
clear pionship of the United States will open MORE WORK IS LAID OUT
j. !:.:
e,,i tae Tombs, and every convicted this afternoon on the courts of the
FOR BROOKLYN NAVY YARD.
a New York Racquet and
ct i.Ki.ai, whose conviction has not
Tennis club
Brooklyn, N. Y., March 26. Another
in
of
shape
appeal,
an
:
it
to
the
'i'.
and will continue for several days. batch of work which has been assignr a lal.eas corpus, or any other l"gal The present title holders are II. H.
ed to tlie Brooklyn navy yard is that
brake upon the wheels of justice, is Scott and i. M. Fearing of the Boston on the cruisers West Virginia, Colo-ratio,
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March
lie lepat t incut today from Anibas.-adu- r
constructors that an item authorizing
rroel
will be thrown open to Wbit-- ti statin.;
ii
thai (lie Algeciras the extensive alterations, estimated to
o'clock tomorrotv conference had practically
reached cost at leasi $75n,i.niii, and possibly
upon
il l tl.ere is quite a rush of an
agreement
the uuestion of $;i k .nun. win ,e liiset te I in he anl.
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avail
I policing Morocco, which was the most nual appropriation bill now In course,
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HISTORIC NORTH
New York, March 26. The

UNIONS

New York, March 26. The labor
unions of New York and Brooklyn are
working hard to stir up public opinion
and arouse interest in their plan to
ask congress to award the construction of another battleship to the
Brooklyn navy yard. Kvery possible
pressure Is brought to bear upon the
members of congress from New York
and Brooklyn. More than twenty labor
unions are interested in the matter
and have appointed committees to
take any steps that may be necessary
to accomplish the desired end.
More than 2,("Mt men that were em.
ployed on the Connecticut will have
been laid off by the end of this month
as the battleship will bo practically
finished within the next two or three
weeks. More than four thousand men
were employed in the work originally
aud of this number 1,200 were discharged since the beginning of tne
year. The greatest dispatch is necessary in pushing tho plan as it will be
too laU unless the award by congress
Is made without delay.
At the last session of congress appropriations were made. for two battleships, but the contracts for thes
two new ships have not yet been
awarded. It. is the purpose of the labor
organizations to Join in a movement
to prove to congress that another ship
should be built here. Mass meetings
are to bo held and all civic organizations will be asked to go on record as
being iu favor of the proposition.
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Spelter,
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LABOR

Jefferson Clly, Mo., March 2ti. This
morning when the convicts of the peni
eiuiary were cuueu lor i.reaiuasi.
Guanl J- w- - Woods was pounced upon
b
a colored convict and stabbed
lnr( e times, fatally. Another guard
immediately killed tho convict.
"Sonny
Phe ciiuvict's name was
Anderson, and he was serving four
years for assault to kill. He had been
tor some ;ime on the "cranky" list
WANT TO REBUILD

Spelter.

Ixiuls,

at

MARKETS.

Lead and Copper.
New York. March 26. lead,
$5.45; copper, firm, S Vi-

TEXAS LEGISLATURE

boom."
Mr. Hendricks will leave s.khi for a
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to Montana.
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE TWO.
sheriff tint tn March 22, fhortly af
tpr dark, two men were seen stealing tip to his ranch house from the
Weakly
ftUbkri tally til
tj
rear. Mr. Montoya was In tho house
response to a call
The Citizen Publishing Company at the tlnip and in hastily
Brmed him
from his wife, he
li I at PaataWaa far trmaaa.la.laai Anaik tka self with n revolver and started f"rj
tho men. They fled before he could
aaaiia aa aaaana aaaaa Hattar.
slioot at them and succeeded in mas.-- !
Ins their escape. Mr. Montnya snys
that he has no enemies of whom he
XiNION
knows, and Is convinced that the men
contemplated robbery.
1
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Between raw and cooked veg
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proscription
compounded any
old way and one compounded
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Capital and Surplus

Luck-singe-

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

Wwss(ii39 Sew

Ml-o-n-

Mi-o-n-

fifty-cen-

Full-bloo-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

14 ACRES

ALFALFA

SOLOMON

LARGE ORCHARD

HOUSE
house on North
Also
Fifth street, three blocks from nail-roa- d
avenue. This must go.
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FOR-SALEY-

bur-gai-

non-arriv- al
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first-clas-

1

couch
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LTJNA,

President; W.

five-roo-

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE

RY.

PORTERFIELD CO..
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.

.

work

Notarial

and

PROFESSIONAL

conveyancing.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

CARDS

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DENTISTS.

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mall.
Edmund J. Alger, O. D. S.
avenue.
No. 308 Railroad
Office
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
pointments made by mail.
PHYSICIANS.
DR.

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M- SOY
FRANK McKEB
SJa;VU,
H. F. RAYNOLDS

Office,

...

fS&pi&'r'''-

U. S. DEPOSITORY.
Authorized Capital
PaM Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

rmn

..$500,000.40
$250,000,410

O0OCOX30O0OCOCO0O0O00CO0000

Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each (lay
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
in attendance.
Both 'phones.

High-Frequen- cy

!

The State National Bank
ol Albuquerque, New Mexico

-

DR. W. G. SHADRACH,

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
lines. Office, 313 V4 West Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
p. n
DRS. W. H. &. J. D. NUSBAUM,
Practice

Capital Paid In
Surplus and Profits

$100,000 00
17,000 00

rwfjv

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

President; Wm.

O. N. MARRON,

HERNDON, Cashier; Roy
P
w.

Physicians and Surgeons,

A

A
in-- ,

M I. T

I

i.

Office over Hlckox & Maynard's Jew-

A
n.

nC

wi

FARR,

Vice

President; J.
McDONALD,
Assistant Cashier;
a. n
v.I n. ll,riMlitl
ncininnn, r. n. ainurxia,

B.

.

A

j

JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

elry Store. Second street.
NURSE.

X

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.

Mr. M. R. Wharram,

building. Auto OOOOOOCOCOOOOOOOi
phone, 613; Colo., 165 B. Hours, 9
to 12 and 7 to 10. Massage, hydro-therepand other Battle Creek meth- rU
OLD RELIABLE
Room

-

Depository for Atchison, Topeka & 6anta Fe Railway Company

N. T. Armljo Bldg.

6--

President
Vice President
Cashier
Aesletant Cashier
Director

........ ......

A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
Room 25, Whiting building, over
Vann's drug store. Automatic
telephone, 410.
DR. R. L. HUST,

d

cold-blood-

SEssSso)

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

0,

Dr. King's
Hew Discovery

$100,000

Furniture,

FINE RANCH
One mile from Postoffice,

X-2-

a

i

Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Time:
One
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rate
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
31a West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

the Living

KILLtme

MEXICO

Make your wairta

Money to Loan
Pianos, Organs,

Not Worth

cm-tract-
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Co.
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One cent per word,
Bertten.
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15c.
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pare them accurately.
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FIRST
stcre. Address, 212 South Arno.
'with his boots on" came true, al
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Both Phones.
though It was the locomotive of a rail
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Cur load or good, gentle,
CALEDONFACTS OF
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native ponies. See F. E.
end Instead of the bullet of one of
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IAN MINES SALE Mb
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for gentleman by German woman.
Fe railroad, and he was tn pursuit of
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run
a
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when
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The Famous Rebate and Dam- by a train and killed.
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pad, in
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death
age Suit Will Now Come
younger than two years old.
Can
view of the fact that he has Just Bold
give child an excellent home. Adout his Interest In the Silver Kink Sorry Condition of Many Today Libdress X. Y. Z., care Citizen.
to an End.
mine nt Calico for $40,000, and his
eral Offer Made by J. H. O'RIelly
WANTED Energetic man to travel
resignation as detective was In tne
6L Company.
for A 1 life insurance company; libhands of the railroad officials, and
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eral offer will be made to right
Those who never have any stomach
HELD AT GALLUP was to have gone Into effect on acPROCEEDINGS
,
man. Address, P. O. Box,
day after he met with the fatal
troubles and whose digestion is like
Santa Fe, N. M.
cident. Worden had dreamed of being that of an ostrich, cannot possibly unwealthy for years, and when the ricu derstand the sorry condition of many WANTED Salesman in country gen
From the Gallup Republican.
strike was made In the Silver King, in Albuquerque toda).
eral merchandise stere. One who
Fe and the value of the mine Jumped
The famous Caledonian-Santcan speak Spanish preferred. Only
Life does not seem worth the living;
rebate cane has been brought to an from a few hundred dollars to $160,-00- they bear up with nervous Irritation,
willing hustlers need apply. Adhe and his three partners soid sleeplessness, pain and misery In the
end as far as any further extended
dress application In own handlitigation goes. Thursday morning out. With his share of $40,0u0 placed stomach, headaches, backaches, and
Adwriting, Including references.
the American Fuel' company became safelv in a bunk, Worden wrote out have a constant fear that what they
dress Merchandise, care of Citizen.
the owner of the coal mines of the and forwarded his resignation as rail eat Is going to disagree with them
MALE HELP WANTED.
Calendonlan Coal company and of the road detective, to take effect on and cause still greater distress.
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Is a remdy that re- MEN WANTED Wages paid while
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wide attention.
take things easy for the Temalnuer stores the lost functions of the dilearning the barber trade; situaWednesday morning the air was full of his life. He and his wife had gestive system, revives flagging nutrispecial
tions guaranteed;
rate.
of rumors. President Bowen, of the planned to take an extended trip to tion, and aids in the assimilation of
System
College,
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Los Angeles,
American Fuel company. Attorney Mexico and to spend the coming sum- food. This remedy sooths and heals
Cal.
Nelll B. Field of the Caledonian com mer In visiting the eastern pleasure the irritated and Inflamed walls of the WANTED Men in eacn slate to
pany. President Bowie of the Cale resorts of the United States.
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system, and
of the digestive
men were seen to go out in a rig to- a peace officer during the riotous makes a permanent and positive cure
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expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
of all forms of stomach trouble, exSomething waa doing, just what, no marshal of that town whe nit was cepting cancer.
Atlas block, Chicago.
one knew, although many reports notorious as one of the toughest
J. H. O'RIelly & Co. make a very
places In the southwest. He killed
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The Los Angeles papers, especially
conference with President Bowie In use his gun pretty freely in that place
405 South Edith street.
the office of the Caledonian company, until his authority came to be recog the Examiner, and also the two FOR SALE AU lots 111 Coronada
but up to noon nothing definite could nized by the lawless element. It is dallies of San Bernardino, are filling
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
be learned. As soon as Mr. Bowie said of Worden that he got every up their columns, these days, with
Broadway.
was at liberty a reporter for this criminal he ever went after. This was sensational reports (some true and
SALE Furniture of six rooms.
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South Second street, over Farr's
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American Fuel company the mines of hunt for-- Ortega. He struck his trail shot and badly wounded. The latest
Is the arrest of Scotty's atSouth Broadway.
the company and the rights of the Cal- and followed the fugitive into Mexico sensation
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Thatcher and the Otero.
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way.
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at a bargain.
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UNDERTAKER.
Auto, "phone 316.
Colo. Red 115.
A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building. Black

and white hearse,
LAWYERS.

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuquerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United State
land office.
Ira M. Bona.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

.

32

N. W., Washington,

F street

D. C. Pensions,
patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que. N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

lands,

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

Office Crcm

.

well block. Albuquerque, N. M.
LAND MATTERS.

H. W. S. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office
ACCOUNTANT.
Books audEXPERT ACCOUNTING
ited, statements prepared, Improved
systems installed. Twenty years'
guaran
experience.
Satisfaction
teed. George H. Browne, 110 South
Second street, Albuquerque, N. M
BEAUTY CULTURE.
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York city. The latest
scientific appliance and up to date

methods fo- - treating the hair, face
and scalp. Complexion steaming aad
bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
water
lng.
automatic
Electrolytic
massage, 613 West Gold avenue,
Auto phono 279.
CONTRACTOR

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Grocer!
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

004040

CIVIL ENGINEER.

J. R. Farwell,
Room 23. N. T. Armljo Building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Thoa. K. D. Maddison,
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117 Wttt
Gold avenue.
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Programs
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Invitations
Catalogues
Blank Books
Receipt Books

other words
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PRESCRIPTIONS

M.

0

C o r r e c t
C oin m e roial
P r i n t i xi ir

RUPPE

NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE

203 W. RaliroAtJ Avt.

C. 13 ALD RIDGE
TlVe AND CHICAGO
LUMBER
.T.

I

que. N. M.

ALBUQUERUE, N.

400

AND BUILDEK,

Morgan.
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work sollc-i'eAutomatic phone, 724; shop at
street, Albuquer
911 North Second
A. L.

g. PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER

$5.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ESTABLISHED 1J7I

NA
SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

PAPER-Al-

tock-

-

Paint. Glass, Sash Doors, eta.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.
W

N.

w.y.

Plaster, Lime. Cemeat.
ALBUCUERGUE

N. M.
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SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

o
YOU WANT THE NEWS

that his marriage should subject him

to ridicule and absurdities which he,
on his merits as a man, never earned
nor deserved.

GOSSIPY GOSSIP IN

Root Depew'a Successor.
Another of the rumors which have
been current this week is that Secretary of State Root has been slated to
succeed Cbauncey M. Ivpew in the
United State senate. The Ftory has
It that Mr. lepew has been Induced
by the president to withhold his resignation until after the adjournment of
the New York legislature; that Depew
will then resign and that Governor
Higglns will appoint Mr. Root to fill
the vacancy. Please remember that
the story Is given here as a rumor
which Is curren in Washington. The
writer is very sure he is not guing
to couch for it.
The dinner given by Speaker Cannon on last Saturday evening let loose
another flood of rumors. A member
of the house Is quoted as authority for
the statement that many republican
members will be found actively working for Cannon's canvass as a presidential candidate in their respective
states. There was no direct reference to this at the dinner, but the
many flattering 'remarks concerning
"Uncle Joe" induces friends to talk
out In the open. Although Speaker
Cannon Is 69 years old. his friends say
he is rugged and healthy, and fully
capable of conducting the responsible
work of chief executive of the nation.
The story of a presidential boom for
Cannon aroused the friends of Vice
President Fairbanks into strenuous
declarations that Fairbanks Is most
likely to control the Illinois delegation
In the next republican national convention, and that Speaker Cannon is
out of the runing so far as the delegation from his home state is concerned.
All of which makes interesting
reading. If one be nor too busy. As
to its importance; well, that is a matter of opinion.

CAPITAL OF NATION
Republicans

Democrats

Divided,

Southern Presidential
Political

Future-Ro-

EVENING CITIZEN.

'ALBUQUERQUE

MONDAY, MARCH 26, 1906.

Harmonious.

Timber-Longwor- th's

as Depew's Successor.

ot

UNCLE JOE MAY BE PRESIDENTIAL

POSSIBILITY

to the public at large, but Senator
Culberson Is the stronger in their own
state and many believe in a contest
he would easily capture the Texas
delegation. Culberson has twice been
attorney general of the state and
twice governor, and the memory of
his father is dear to the Texan heart.
Bailey Is a brilliant orator and a profound constltuional lawyer, but he Is
impulsive and has not the sound and
deliberate Judgment with which Culberson is endowed. He has grown
measureably, however, and the passing years ought to ripen his brilliant
abilities and mature his mind until he
reaches the full breadth of statesmanship.
In any discussion of a southern man
for president, John Sharp Williams of
Mississippi, the minority leader of the
house, always must be taken into account. The Hon. Champ Clark of Missouri, another brilliant house democrat, declares, his willingness to accept the nomination should It be
forced upon him, but he doesn't propose to spend a considerable amount
of time erecting llp(htinlng rods. Other
southern democrats whose names are
mentioned are Senators Bacon and
Clay and Messrs. Hoke Smith and
Clark Howell, of Georgia: Senator
k
Rayner of Maryland; Senator
of Tennessee; Senators Overman and Simmons of North Carolina;
Gov. Beckham of Kentucky; President
Woodrow Wilson of Princeton, a Virginian, and President Alderman of the
University of Virginia.

Washington, D. C, March 26. For
reason or another political
Washington refuses to accept seriously Judge Parker's advice to the south
that It put forward its claims to the
presidency. A week now has passed
since Judge Parker's North Carolina
speech and there has not been evidenced yet any serious quantity of
excitement.
"Good Idea, good idea,"
say southern democrats in congress.
"A southern man certainly wouldn't
do worse than Parker did." As the
Judge characterized his own defeat as
the worst in the party's history, his
friends could hardly take exception to
this remark.
As a matter of fact, democrats in
congress are not giving any great
amount of consideration to the presidential election of 1908. Their immediate interest is centered in the congressional election of this year. There
is a very strong convlc'lon, and It is
not confined to democrats, that there
is a good fighting chance of electing
a democratic majority to the next
house; and there is no intention
among democrats of hurting their
prospects by getting into a squabble
over a contest so remote as the summer of 19H8. It will be time enough
to think of the presidential nomination, they affirm, when the congressional contest is ofT hands.
Republican Discord Helps.
Republicans are not a little disturbed by the cheerlshfulness with which
their democratic opponents are entering uiion the congressional campaign.
The fact that democrats ure more
united and more harmonious than
they have been in any recent congress Is not a thing calculated to contribute to republican peace of mind.
Especially is this disturbing when the
undeniable lack of republican unity
and concorrd is contemplated.
Rumors
reach Washington that
there is keen dissatTcfaction in many
parts of the country with the work
or, possibly, the lack of work of the
present congress. Achtvements have
not measured up either to promises or
expectations. The chief things which
the public expected congress to do
have not been done, and the belief is
growing that they will not be done
at the present session. It is contended
by many that it were wiser not to do
all the things for which the public
clamored. The truth of this could be
admitted without materially changing
the situation. The difficulty is that if
the public has been mistaken, it is
not likely to discover that fact before
election day next November.
Program of
If the present program of
goes forward to adjournment day, the republican majority will have to go homo and begin a
campaign of explanation. That is the
hardest campaign in the world to
make. The party out ot power, free
itself of responsibility for legislation,
can tax the party in power with failure to do its duty, and the excuse has
got to be a mighty good one and ot:
repeated if the public mind is to lie
disabused of the belief that something
is wrong. It is a good deal different
matter from going home and pointing
with pride to a record of things
achieved.
.some

Why This Difference.
No little interest has been aroused
flght which
In Washington by the
Major George W. Steele, the veteran
from Indiana, Is making to regain his sent which was
wrested from him four years ago by
young Fred Landls.
from
Steele, after his retirement
congress, was made governor of the
Soldiers' Home of Indiana. Recently
he asked for a furlough from his duLongworth for Governor.
ties in order that he might be free to
The political atmosphere of Wash- look after his congressional canvass.
ington has been charged this week The matter finally found Its way to
wtth rumors of all forms and shapes the White House, with the result that
and sizes. Most of them are rumors, Mr. Roosevelt wrote a letter in which
pure and simple; though a number he set forth that Tie did not regard It
nave a' coloring of foundation. One of as compatible with the public Interthe most interesting of these Is that ests that Major Steele should absent
President Roosevelt's recently acquir- himself from duty for the purpose of
ed
the Hon. Nicholas conducting a political canvass. The
Longworth of Cincinnati, aspires to be correctness of Mr. Roosevelt's attigovernor of Ohio. A New York papet tude Is not generally questioned, but
prints the story, with the added state- Major Steele's friends profess to be
ment that Mr. Longworth is the ad- uuable to understand why this very
ministration's candidate for the Ohio praiseworthy rule of conduct should
governorship. It is not unreasonable not apply as well to Secretary Shaw
to believe that Mr. longworth would and others in high office who leave
like to preside as chief executive of Itliir important duties to look after
heir personal political Interests.
his native state, but that Mr. Roosevelt is using the influence of the presBIDS WANTED.
idency to further his
ambitions in that respect is absurd to
will
Bids
at the office
the point of being ridiculous. In or- of the clerk beof received
board of county
der to give color to the story, the commissioners ofthe
Bernalillo county, up
allegation Is made that Secretary of to 10
in the forenoon of SatWar Taft is anxious to be governor urday, o'clock
14, 1906, at the court
April
of Ohio, and that the president's eagerness to place Taft on tho supreme hoiife of said county, in Albuquerque,
for the doing of the following work:
's
bench is to take him out of
First, for repairs and additions to
way. The story Is quoted
the Rio Grande
here, not because it Is important, but the county bridge over
r
at Barelas.
because it is amusing.
Second, for reconstruction of a porThe political future of Mr. Long-worthowever, furnishes a legitimate tion of the county bridge at CorraJles.
Third, for work upon, and in the vi
and very interesting field of speculation. To begin with, it is pretty safe cinity of, the Alameda dyke.
Fourth, for dyke construction at
to assume that that political future
will not be in fluenced in any marked Atrisco and other work for the prodegree by the fact that he married tection of property from floods In that
vicinity.
Alice Roosevelt. The young congressBids can be submitted for either or
man from Cincinnati Is abundantly
able to stand on his own merits, and all of said four different pieces of
long before his engagemet to Miss work, and tho board reserves the
Roosevelt was even hinted at he had right to reject or accept any or aTl
been picked in Ohio as a coming man. bids.
Said work is to be done according
It would not at all be an occasion for
surprise should Ohio call him to the to specifications which can be seen
governorship or send him to the sen- upon application to the clerk of the
ate or confer upon him any other po- board at the court house.
By order of the board of county
litical honor which is within the gift
of the state.
commissioners.
A young man of wealth and assured
A. E. WALKER,
(Seal)
social position, he chose politics as, a Probate Clerk and ex Officio Clerk of
career, beginning at the bottom and
the Board of County Commissioners
winning the promotions which have
of Bernalillo County, New Mexico.
come to him. No man ever rendered March 24, 1906.
more earnest and faithful service in
the state legislature, and' while he has FRONTIER LIFE, WITHOUT A
GUN, AT WHITE OAKS.
been quiet nnd unassuming in congress, he has earned a reputation as a
Rev. Jones was in town, the other
worker. Removed as he is from temp- day, togged out in fringed leggings,
tations before which so many mere clanking spurs and sombrero fit to
politicians fall, why should not po- ride a shaggy necked buffalo, says
litical preferment be his? There could the White Oaks Outlook. Just to
be no more happy event than that nushow an admiring crowd of old friends
merous young men, stationed as Mr. how he honored those gaudy trappings
Uingworth is, should devote themsel- 'he mounted a measley little broncho,
ves to the public service. No one ever ;with a flourish, gigged in the rowels,
dreamed of making "Nick" Longworth and instantly landed on the earth like
the butt of ridicule before his en- a half baked flapjack. It didn't hurt
gagement to Miss Roosevelt was an- Jones, but It made the broncho bard
nounced. It is neither fair nor decent to catch.
v

Car-mac-

son-in-la-

I

son-in-la-

Long-worth-

h,

Southern Presidential Timber.
Despite this refusal of the .south,
however, to le thrown into ecstacies
of hope by the Parker speech, there
naturally has been more or less discussion of southern presidential timber. The name most often mentioned
is that of Governor Folk of Missouri.
A native of Tennessee and a son of
Missouri by adoption, he is as strong
geographically as any southern man,
and his record as public prosecutor
and governor undoubtedly would be a
source of great strength. Former
Governor David R. Francis Is another
Missouri man who is regarded as of
presidential stature.
He is a native
of Kentucky, a man of large business
Interests and has a good public record as governor and member of President Cleveland's cabinet. Mr. Francis
is very highly regarded by the "conservatives" of the democratic party.
s,
Texas has two young and able
both of whom are regarded as
good presidential
material. Senator
Bailey is the better known of the two

I
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THEATER

At the Elks' theater Raturdny, matinee and nlfsht, was heard nonie of the
host musical organizations It hits het-i- t
the pleasure of Albuquerque theater-rootto have the opportunity of
hearing, since last the Ellery band
was here, only this time, the name
band was superior to itself, as compared to Its last appearance In our
city. That Albuquerqtieans are lovers of good music, and that they
have the artistic temperament. Is not
to lie denied; their 'hearty approval
of the works of the old masters,
as
interpreted by the Ellery band Saturday night, lending full substantiation to the fact; but that there were
a few In Saturday night's audience.
who came, not for music so much, as
to see the gifted director, Francesco
Kerullo,' w ho, they had heard, was a
Bhow In himself, cannot also be denied. They came, they saw, and
were conquered, fcr It takes put one
number, such as "Mefistofele," to
make one realize that, despite the
many gyrations of Ferullo's lody, each
movement of the ami, finger, the
head. In fact, every motion, counts
for so much melody from the organization he so ably directs. Through
the softer passages of this 'selection,
the movements of the great director
were as calm and peaceful as the
scene the band was portraying through
tlie medium of music that clearly dr
fined, but as the climax wa led up
to and the grand finale approached,
Ferullo, the great, seemingly Inspired
beyond himself, would, with the selfsame gyrations, secure from each Individual of the band, and as a whole,
such a burst or grandiloquent music,
ending In a blaze and blare that fairly
shook the roof of the Elks' theater,
that the listening, audience, sitting on
rapport with the famous leader,
caught the inspiration
from his
movements, as well as did the Individuals of the band, and
storm of
their applause was only equalled by
the storm of music In the finale.
Ferullo Is a great director, as great
as is Channing Ellery an organizer
cf musical organizations, and therein
lies the secret of the great success of
the Ellery band. The careful selecting and bringing together of musicians who know music and can be
taught; the even distribution of Instruments so as to produce the great
est volume of music, and the greatest variation of melody; this la the
difficult part of Channing Ellery, so
successfully accomplished.
The com
bination of organizer and director.
Ellery and Ferullo, make a musical
combination that Is hard to beat, and
one that the American people have
set the seal of approval upon, long,
long ago.
s
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For a torm of
Two 'Members of th City Council
from the First Ward One for a term
of four years and one for a term of
two years, to fill out an unexpired
term.
One Member cf the City Council
from tho Second Ward For a term
of four years;
One Member of the City Council
from the Third war.1 Vnr
torn, ni
four years.
One Member of the City Council
from the Fourth Want Vnr a form rt
four years.
One Member of the Hoard of Education from the.Wrot
r. v.
. ... u
U'.ni
w, a
term of four years; ..fc
l wo Members of the Hoard of Education from the Second Ward One
for a term of four years, and one for a
term of two years, to fill out an unexpired term.
On MemllOr nf tho Ttnnrrf r,t repli
cation from the Third Ward For
tern oi icur years;
One Member cf the Board of Education from the Fourth Ward For a
tern of four years;
,
FRANK McKOT. Mayor.

year!.
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What Liqviozone Is.
.

Where It Applies.

bUOUeraue. New

March

In the District Court of the County of
Bernalillo, Territory of New Mexico.
Uio Dazzo,

Plaintiff,
V8.

The unknown heirs of Henrietta M.
de Uuyter, deceased, and all un
known claimants of interests in the
hereinafter described real estate,
adverse to the plaintiff,
' Defendants.
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Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining car, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
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El, Paso & Southwestern System
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Communication Made Easy
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santa he central Railway system
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DUSTLE9S

Seat in chair car

Mgr.-FRAN-

Dottle Free.

e.

Slight extra charge for berth.
free.

sMaWsmbWHs

Ray-nobl-

Vl,..nn AV.,

at Albuquerque
for tourist
sleeper booklet

A
COLONIST TICKET, ALBUQUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.

$25.00 FOR

GARNETT KING
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Ask Santa Fe Agent

Notice fS hcrebv irlvon thnt nn ctrw.
tlon will be held In the City of Al- -

llv

pAIiy,

ALL THE WAT

NOTICE

To the above named defendants:
You, and each of you, are hereby
notified that the above named plaintiff has commenced suit against you
in the above style.
cause. In the
above mentioned court, praying that
he may be declared t' bo the owner
in fee simple of, and that his title
to certain property, namely, Lots
three (3) and four HI In block "R
of the Atlantic and Pacific addition
to the city of Albuquerque, as the
same Is shown on a plat of said ad
dition filed in the office of tho Fro- bate Clerk and
Recorder of
Mexico , on
Bernalillo countv,
the 22d day of Nnwmhcr, 1882. be
quieted and that iV" defendants be
barred and fore..?' stopped from
Alu most forms of ttiefollonlns;
claiming any rlgh' '
title to the
Kidney Iroublrt
I.i.r TruMt
premises adverse t.i :he plaintiff.
lVvr, lntl.uuiatln (r fMiarrn iuitur or poYou are further unified that plain
nn illM't.
iimHc!
isons
s,
la nervous tl.t.llnv l.i.;u....i. . u u, A vilslizer, tiff's attorneys arf1 V Millen and
kxouj l,lli,iil utf rwluurKubie i iiu.
Is
whoso po t
address
ico, and that
Albuquerque, New
50c.
unless you cut
iiir appearance
If vou r.ft'd I.iouoono, and ve nevrr herein on or
lie
day of
tl:u cotion. We April, I'.miO, jiul-'t- ii'fn :t will30thhe taken
tried it, jli'iie
on a oea
will then mail you an onl.-e
I'ot tlrand will apainst you l.y def:m't.
drutritft for a
W. E. DAME,
for it. Thin
t
the
druit-juiy
C!
of snbl court.
to rcnviiu o you;
6 our free yiit, ni;n!t
hov vou what
to Id the product
VENTS
COMING
it tun do. In jutii " to vouim It",
accept it today, for ii placci you i.nder
no obliatiouii vhni.' r.
March 31 C.'ar-panHanford Com
I.itjuozone rostH 5 c. nnd 51.
In Shakspra; :;. Plays.
en.
April 3 City ,
A'Tll 15 East' r :' mday.
CUT OUT THIS COUPON
ng of the Casino
May 15 The ;
MiU'jt)ii Com- Fill It out .'.d inull t !
l

15

fort for economy when you
go in a Santa Fe Tourist
Pullman.

April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
For full particulars see any agent, or address
uciock a. m. ana o o clock p. m., of
said day, at the following polling
V.
inures:
Gen. Pass. Agent
First Ward City Hall.
General Agent.
Second Ward At nfflen of Cham
PASO,
EL
TEXAS.
Chadwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
inird ward At office of E. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copper cvenue and Third street.
'
At which election the nnestlnn of li
authorizing the Issuance of Three
Hundred Thousand (1300,000) Dollars
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, to purchase and extend
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY. tho vater works nnw nunm 1
ho
passenger
and freight service. Steamship ticket! to all parta
Water Supply company of said city,
Fast
SEATS ON SALE WEDNESDAY. win uu suumiuea to tne qualified
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft Southwestern,
The sale of seats for tho forthcom electors of said city, who are the
ing engagement of Mr. Charles II. Owners of real nr tifirannnt nrnnortv
and Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., wtth the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Manford, In "The Merchant of Ven subject to taxation, within the City
Fe with the Denver ft Rio Grande railroad.
ice." at the Elks' opera house on Sat in Aiouque-queSpecial attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
urday, March 31, will open Wednes
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific railday, March 28. Mr. Hanford will
way, via Torrance, N. M.
NOTICE
as "Shylock" and Miss , Marie
Your business respectfully solicited.
DTofnah as "Portia."
The engageNottcn la hprehv irlvon flint an
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. ORIMSHAW,
ment promises to be a notable one, as
both these artists are exceptionally election will be held In the City of
Asst. to Pres. and Gen.
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Tiipr.
Merlon,
nn
New
Albunuerniie.
0
popular in this city. It Is promised
DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treas.
April 3rd, 1906, between the
that the play will be elaborately day,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
LYNO,
J.
P.
nours
m.
e
a.
ana
o
ot
ciock
ociock
mounted, both In respect to scenery p.
Traveling Frt. and Psbs. AgL
City Frt. and Pass. Agt
m., of safll day, at the following U
and costuming. "The Merchant of voting
places:
8ANTA FE, N. M.
A GENERAL OFFICES
Venice" will be the matinee bill and
First Ward City Hall.
'The Taming of the Shrew" the of
Second Ward At omen nf Thou
fering at night.
Chadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H. Nt202aiX3
Always Keeps Chamterlaln's Cough Dunbar,
on South Third street.
We would not pe without Chamber
fourth Ward Near corner ot Coplain's Cough Remedy. It Is kept on per
avenue and Third street.
hand continually In our home," says
At which KnWl elnptlnn lha nuoctflnn
W. W. Kearney, editor of the IudeAl of authorizing
the issuance of Thirty
pendent, Lowry Ciiy, Mo. That is
($30,000) Dollars of bonds
just what every family should do. Thousand
or tne
tjity oi Albuquerque, New
When kept at hand ready for instant .Mexico, saiu
10 erect anu build
a city
use, a cold may be checked at the out lillildlne will
lo CIlhmlttcH In tits
set and cured lu much less time than qualified electors of said city, who
after It has become settled in the are tne owners or real or personal
system. This remedy Is also without property, Bubject to taxation, within
a peer for croup In children, and will the stild City of Albuquerque,
prevent the attack when given as soon
as the child becomes hoarse, oi even
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
after the croupy cough appears, whJch
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
can only be done when the remedy la
kept at hand. For sale by all drug
(Small Holding Claim No. 548.)
gists.
Department of the Interior, United
Shortest and quickest Una from
States Land Office, Santa Fe. N. M.,
NOTICE
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colo- -

To This Offer, and See the Good Yoti Will Get.
t

You do not sacrifice com

One City Treasurer

two years.

Sav "Yes
been rrr.de with it. Its power had been
lt
proved, again and again, in the mo-Then we offered to
germ disease-;- .
supply the first bottle free in every diAnd over one
sease that required it.
million dollars have Leeu spent to an
nounce and futtnl ttii otter.
The result is that 11,000,000 bottles
have been used, mostly in the pat two

CALIFORNIA

years;

te

:

"Write us if you are ready to try T.iquo-on- e.
Let usbuy the first bottle fur you.
Let the product itself prove the good it
cun do.
You who are waiting don't know what
you miss. There are plenty to tell vou
1.1
Ml:'
!
II you vuuiu
lor millions nac- ;
ready used it. Some uso it to get well;
some, to keep well. Soma to cure conn
diseases; some hb a tonic. Vou will uso
il as they do, when you learn what t'.u
product iloes. And you will then regret
that you delayed so long.

Economy Way

Notice is hereby given that an election will be held In the City of Alhu- n
auermie. NVv Movien
Tnni.l,,
April 3, 190G, between the hours of 9
a. in. ana o a ciocit p. m., ot
ald day, at the following polling
place
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Cbas.
Clmdwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
lumbar, on South Third street.
Fouith Ward Near corner
Copper avenue and Third street. of
At which paid election the qualified
electors of the paid City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, residing within the
limits of the said city, shall choose
tha following officers:
One Mayor For a term of two
years;
One City Clerk For a term of two

oooexxxxxxxxxxxxxxoooooci
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tis, weak luiic-- '
I'rippp. fJuaraiit.
""c ami ll.fio. ';

e

Puzzled.
very of Kenneth
Me.. Is the sub
to the inedica'.
circle of friends
'
Owlmj to severe
throat and cn--- .
three doctors
'"'n, as a last re
' try Dr. Kind's
am happy to say,
Cures the
wors-lonrhitls-

tonsili-arsenes-

.

s

an I la
at all druy: stores
il battle
fre.

5, 1906.

t

rado Springe, and all Colorado points.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed noConnection at Denver and PueMo wrtt
tice of bis intention to make final
all lines east and weat Time aa quick
proof In support of his claim under
and ratea aa low aa by ether llnee.
Sections 16 and 17 of the act of
March 3. 1891 (26 Stats.. 854),
as
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
amended by the act of February 21,
18'J3 (27 Stats.. 470), and that said
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
proof will be made before the U. S.
CARS.
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque,
N. M., on April 14, 1906, viz:
Filar
On all through train. No tiresome
Vigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25, T. 7 N.,
delaya at any station.
R. 2 E., and in Sec. 30, T. 7 N., R. 3
E., lot 2. Sees. 25 and 26. T. 7 N., R.
2 H, and Tract A In lot 3. in Sec, 35,
For Illustrated advertising matter
T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Tract B, lot 3,
or Information, address or apply to
Pec. 35, T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Sec. 2.
T. fi N., R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
A.. Denver, Colo.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. &
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of nald tract for twenty
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.
years next preceding tho survey of
tne townsnip, viz:
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque,
N'. M. ; Sisto Baco y Baca, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of AlRAILROAD TIME TABLE
buquerque, N. M.; Flncido Salazar y
Otero, of Albuquerque. N. M.
Any person who desires to pro(In effect November 12, 1905.)
tect nihilist the allowance of said
Eastbound.
proof, or who knows of any substanNo.
Express, arrives 7:65
2,
Atlantic
...SANTA
tial r ason under the laws and repu- a. in., departs 8:25 a. m.
Ma'inns ot' the Interior
Department
Nu. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives ll:5
why suca proof should not be allowed
p. in-- departs 12:0i a. in.
will de given an opportunity at the Effective December
No. S, Chicago & Kansas City E- time and place- to
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs
'ros.---t Miiniiie tne witnesses of said Eastbound.
Westbound.
7:45 p. m.
c'.aimiiriT,
and to offer evidence in
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
No. 42G.
No. 423.
Stations.
rebirtul of that .submitted by claim6:50 a. in., departs 7:30 a. m.
ant.
Westbound.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
11:05pm No. 1, California
3:U0ain
Pueblo
Expreis, arrives 7:30
Register.
Colo. Springs
9:40pm
4:35um
p. m., departs 8:16 p. m.
7: 30 am
7: 00 pro No. 3, California
Ar. Denver Lv.
Limited,
MERCHANT TAILORING
12:51 p ni
Kspannla
1:26pm 11:10 a. ni., departs 11:20 a. in. arrives
11:00 am Lv. Santa 1'e Ar. 3:30 pm No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
OVER NO. 209 WEST 3:00 p rn
UPSTAIRS.
11:30 pin
Hurranca
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:6V.
RAILROAD
AVENUE,
O.
DAM.
4:02 pm
10:29 pm No. S, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Servllleta
BINI, PROPRIETOR
4:32 pin
T res Tied ras
10:00pm
Southbound.
6:45pm
8:10pm
Autonito
V? niercnaut tailoring snop It
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:15
C :40am
8:30 pin
Alamosa
over No. 2"9 West Railroad ave-- t' 2:11
p. in.
12:26pm
Kmbuilo
pin
i". wl'fro I solicit the patronage of
Local freight train. No. 89, souththe put. lie. All work guaranteed first
bound, departs at 6 a. in., and car
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner.
I Lave had fifteen years' ex
''.a-rles passengers.
where givxl meals are served.
pe'i. rre In the business. Suits made
Arrives From South.
Connections.
n order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
'
At Antonito, for Duraugo, oilvertoi No.a. 10. Mexico Express, arrives f:50
The Fpeclflc I U8e will not
ut.
points.
Ladles' Frinenta and intermediate
No. 10 makes all local stops east of
ii aire tfce (!,fh.
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
a. o cleaned and walking tklrU made
Albuquerque.
Intermediate points, via either the No. 1
t.i or ", r. (live me a trial.
dlroct to Los Angeles.
standard gauge line via La veta Pass No. 7 runs
O. BAMBINI.
runs direct to San Francisco.
mak-ini- ;
gaui-'narrow
via
the
Sallda.
o
3
direct to Los Angeles an4
the entire trip in davllght and No.San runs
A Lively Tussle.
Francisco.
p.tsshiK
FAMOUS
KOYAL
throiifrh
the
of
oh! tiemy
the race,
wi'ii '!.
All
dally.
trains
r
fen ends in appendicitis. (lolttiE. Also for all points on the
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
To avoid ail
trouble with s'om-neh- , Crede branch.
Is,
im-Freight
Traveliug
A Ohlcui; i millionaire says a man
a. i. UAHXEY.
bow.
li v. r
take Dr. King's
I'. lis. They perfectly reg- und rusfenger Atent.
NV.v Lit'
owned b his money Is worst than a
S.
A.,
K. HOOPER. G. P.
ijave. How about a man owned by
without pain or
ilia'- ili.-Denver, Colo.
somebody else'g money.
..i::i o: :. 25'.- a. all drug stores.
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Sunshine.
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government must have money to defray its neces-

Business Manaper

President

Out of Argument
inoiKistldii to Fiilisldizi; an

i"1'''-chn-

nt
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ship-subsi-

the-mon-

ship-subsi-

LancI of Sunshine

The Citizen is pleased to acknowledge receipt of a
copy of that well known work "To the Land of Sunshine,"
a handbook of the resources, products, industries and
climate of New Mexico. The book comes with the compliments of the Bureau of Immigration of the territory of
New Mexico, and wits compile pnri edl'ed by Col. Max
Frost, secretary of the board, assisted by Paul A. F.
Wallter.
The present book is a second edition of the work by
by the same parties and of the same name, the first edition having been entirely exhausted. The new edition is
typographically very attractive, reflecting much credit
on the New Mexican Printing company, by which the
book was issued. Thp work has been enlarged by new
and important data, bringing it down to the present, time.
As a reference book a compendium of the resources,
products, industries, climate and other attractions of this
wonderful territory little if anything has been left to
desire. The 446 pages are filled from first to last with
Important facts, conservatively stated. About 2(10 full
page pictures, reproductions of recent photographs, tell
a graphic story of the growth and present day conditions
In every part of New Mexico, and testify that the accompanying text is free from any Bemblanee of exaggeration
or misstatement.
It Is a pity that this great work cannot be circulated
In every place to which the ignorant or malicious misrepresentations of New Mexico have so widely been extended. Every New Mexican has been placed under personal obligation to the Bureau of Immigration, and especially to the secretary of that bureau. Colonel Frost,
for the vindication afforded the territory by this masterly
presentation of what the country and her people are, and
of what the country possesses and the people have
"

of Uhs Way
clergymen who are protesting

"Bootlegger" Cray

so loudly

"Let the
against the killing of children by trains on Eleventh avenue tell their parishoners to keep their children off of
Eleventh avenue." Thus a New Yorker argued against a
1)111 to remove deadly railway tracks from a densely populated street.
It sounds indescribably brutal. No wonder the rest
or his speech was drowned In a roar of angry remonstrance.
We have not yet reached the state in which we can
patiently hear in bald words that the corporations own
the streets and that the public can trespass upon them
only at their peril. Yet this is, precisely the attitude of
the trolley car magnate who orders a speed to be maintained through crowded streets that endangers life. It is
the attitude of the contractor who makes the street dangerous with heavy blasts and deadly pits. It is the attitude of the automobilist who dashes along the highway
at 40 miles an hour and thinks to himself, "Let them
keep themselves out of the wav if they don't want to be
killed."
The foolishly trank speaker in New York only put
Into utterance feeling that is quite common throughout
the whole couulry.
There are intimations from Washington, New York and Chicago that the heads of the great
combines are to take a hand against the republican party
in the congressional canvass of lttof,. It is easy to believe this. Trustism at thin moment Is fighting for "
life. It is being assailed by the whole power and inBehind Roosefluence of the Rooseyelt administration.
velt and Moody stand the 7,H"0.imh) republicans of the
United States. Ready also to aid the republicans if the
trusts show' any signs of geting the upiwr hand in the
congressional elections stand hundreds of thousands t
democrats, who recognize that Roosevelt and the republican party are fighting the battles of the x:..nim ,ihhi ot
American people.
Globe-Democr-

In commercial correspondence the
New York Press:
tendency nowadays Is to eliminate the conventional declaration of "Yours truly," and like expressions, preceding
the writer's signature. The inclination toward doing
away with "Mr." in addressing envelopes in meicantil
communications is also gaining adherents. In many in
stances the "Yours truly" habit has necessarily been
nly empty form, as Is the case in letters passing between
Htrangers. Advocates of this reform cite the fact that in
the sending of telegrams both the points quoted are conspicuously 'absent, anil nolmdy attributes lack of courtesy
or violation of propcricty n the premises.

Riverside, Cal., irrigation companies have formed a
merger for the purpose of erecting a power house, 'bat
they may use electricity in the development and distribution of water. It is coming to be generally understood
that water can bf developed In valleys with good underflow, tnore cheaply by electricity than by any other
means, when cheap fuel Is abundant for electrical

sary expenses, and thus we citizens Have to pay taxes to
keep the government finances In good shape and when It
requires larger sums for certain purposes which exceed
the ordinary income It. has a right to use the credit of the
community nnd to borrow the necessary money for such
purposes. But In such a case the action should be in
conformity with an ordinary citizen's, "and not with those
of tho multimillionaire.
Strict economy should be used
and the government should see that It gets Its money s
worth.
Albuquerque is Just facing such a problem. We want
to own our own water works. A very sensible and good
Idea. Other cities all over the globe own their own utilities. Why should not Albuquerque do likewise? But
now we come to the vital point: "the value of the outfit." And on this, opinions seem to differ widely, t'un
wo afford, like
to pay a fancy price
for a hobby, or have we to look at the bargain from tne
standpoint of an ordinary citizen with limited means?
We have to bear in mind, also, that we would have
t6 pay interest on this quarter of a million dollars the
water company is willing to accept for the plant, and
which, besides the capital, would have to come out ot
our pockets ultimately. s Thus, before accepting the proposition, it is well for us to look into the matter carefully
and impartially.
Leaving all political and party questions aside, for
the ordinary taxpayer and water consumer has nothing
to do with them, we should impartially weigh this one
point: "Are the water works worth the 250.ono asked
for them or not?"
People who ought to know, tell us conflicting tales;
some say "yes," others "no." The "noes," however, seem
to be in the majority, arguing In their favor, that the
water company, some short time ago, was willing to sell
Its plant to outsiders at a sum a very great deal less than
a quarter of a million. If this point Is sustantiaed nnd
true, why can the city not buy at the same figure?
What has caused the Budden inflation in the value of the
plant?
As a rule, the ordinary citizen, with but few exceptions, has enough worry and work attending to his own
business, that he leaves the consideration of public matters to his as he thinks, less busy neighbor, who
under the same Impression returns the compliment.
Each one arguing that one vote more or less at the ports
does not matter at all, and thus the vital Issue at stake
Is left in the hands of some unscrupulous politicians.
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Spelling of

Wisely

Years Agoyane! Now

J.

Greenwood in Kansas City Star.

M.

eCOXXOOOCKXOOOOCK0XJOOOOC0CC
Not many weeks ago J. R. Riley, principal of a
Springfield, Mass., school, in rummaging around in an
old attic, found a musty volume, containing a list of
twenty words that had been given as a spelling test to
pupils in the Springfield high school
a class of eighty-fiv- e
in 184ti. The examination papers of sixty years ago had
also been carefully graded and put away, where they remained forgotten, no doubt.
I gave the list of words to 478 of our seventh grade
pupils in the Franklin, Humboldt, Irving. Jefferson,
Latbrop, Llnwood, Whittler nnd Woodland schools; also
to 119 sixth grade pupils In the Llnwood, Whittler and
seventh grade pupils
Woodland schools and to thirty-nin- e
In the Lincoln school, with the results recorded further
on as" Compared with the results of 1846, and again with
the Springfield pupils' spelling in 1906.
The first list shows the spelling of the Springfield
pupils sixty years ago. These high school pupils had
been in school, I suppose, about ten years, while our
pupils have been in school nearly seven years and those
in the sixth grade not quite six years. The following
table of the Springfield test of 1816 shows how many
pupils spelled each word correctly and how many spelled
each word incorrectly:

JUNE

31

Thoroughly 'Absorbent

I905

WYS

We are ready for the season with everything
that's good and everything that
is correct.

nl

Absolutely Hycenic

Clothes, Matts1, and .Toggery
for Men, Boys
Children

Because the money for which Walter Gray sold whiskey to Indians was
given thein by agents from the department at Washington f r the express purpose of securing Incriminat
ing evidence against him, the Jury
which sat on the case recommended
that the court extend clemency to the
'
defendant.
This Is the case which went to the
Jury on Saturday afternoon after an
all day trial, anil Is one of two cases
entiling up at this term of court, In
which decoys were used to trap the
salocnists.
The evidenco showed
conclusively that the star witnesses,
three. Navajo Indians, bought liquor
from Gray with money furnished them
by agents of the government and that
they did so at the request of these
same agents.
The second case in which decoys
were used to secure Incriminating evidence against the saloonlst was that
of Joe Padilla, of Ketner. This case
was called this morning and consum
ed the greater part of tho day. E. V.
Chaves represented the defendant and
Assistant United States Attorney E.
vieuier conducted the prosecution.
The offense was committed early in
July. The Indian used as decoy in the
case is known as "Long Mud," which
is the English interpretation of his
Navajo name. Jesse E. Flanders, a
special agent of the government, who
played a prominent part in working
up the case against Padilla, was an
important witness for the prosecution.
The line of defense followed by At
torney Chaves was that of proving an
antu ror Fadilla. A number of witnesses were produced to prove this
alibi, and in cross questioning one of
these witnesses an extraordinary circumstance was revealed.
Where were you on the 31st ot
June?" asked Attorney Medler.
"Working," replied the witness.
The case went to the jury at 4
o'clock.
The territorial grand jury reported
four true bills during the forenoon,
and continued its labors. Cases are
set before this body for tomorrow and
Wednesday and It Is expected that it
will have finished its work by Thurs

,
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It's a luxury to wearsuch well cut, well
made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON

..'.:.."."
:,T';,'. V'V

l

--

sl

Summer Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear
e.

r ft

Are all in and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring

u

Not an ounce of Cotton in
the crments

Ntc.hronovn

TJOUBLE

product

THEPOR08ITY

AND

WEARING QUALITY
OF ANY MESH UNDERWEAR
IN THE MARKET
ASK VOUR

I

DEALER

FOn

FLAX-AL-

o o o

i

MANDELL

Mo

FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
Nettleton Fine Shoes
Dunlap Hats

v

Policy of tthns Store I
o

is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
X

Wm ChapSm

The United States petit jury will
also complete its labors this week.
l he court will then take a recess tin- il April 9, when the territorial petit
jury will be called.
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day.

Not only means the

PARAGRAPHS
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best shoes but it stands
equally for honest advertising.
r- -j

Ml

3000

WmM

1000
1000

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

shoes.
x-x-
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X

X
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will

wearbut

come in and

carefully inspect the shoes
themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

.

, .

Brunswick
BILLIARD

POOL

&

P

ar lors

The finest place In the city to
spend your idle hours.

The

,

Delegates Attention.
v
Republican Convention
tonight at 7:"o p. in., in
lllks' Opera
.mil of the
'. gates
and all pt rsons
will please
notice the
M. E. rTi'i'K

City

Republican

ILLENWATER,

To-

Gussaroff
Proprietor.

Second street, Barnett Building.

Albuquerque

Novelty

Foundry and

Machine Works

ft. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; ihaftlin.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron front for
Buildings.
(1
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east bide ot railroad track.
Albuijnerqne, M. JL

5
1
Q

I

Wholesale liquor and Ci'ar Dealers
Agents
Exclusive
for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Cbandon White Seal Champagne. 8t. Louis A. B. C- - Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, ill South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANi
FER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and ex
changeu
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, lietween Railroad and
Copper avenues.

TV

km

Works

F. 8. HOPPING, Proprietor

South Second Street
large shipment of
received,
Just
KY.
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Central Tribune Bicycles.
Repairing of all
kinds. Before buying give us a cau.

"f the City Republican fen-

imittee.

Best brands of Cigars and
bacco always on hand.

M.

Albuquerque

0

MELIN I & EAKIN,

.

.

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Win. CHAPLIN

.

Mrs. Towne
he Swedish w ill .
wiiv?
Chicago Record-HeralJudge Parker sa s the re- language. May iisk
the In;
Mrs. Suhburhs---Certainly- .
n
Our cook doesn't like the Hoil'-epublican party is "rotten to the core." "I'licli- Joe''
illlere-l- .
may retort this can not be said of the democratic Fnglish language. I'm- k.
chat:.- -'
party, "beiauso there ain't no core."
No Changes.
Seen '.I,
.Kansas City Journal: It Is right to puni.-- h those who
"A college professor says that twenty years from now
Colli!!.
it
fraudulently,
register as voters
but
is much more imwomen will be ruling the world."
W.
portant to punlnh the scoundrels who induce then; to
"1 don't doubt it. I see no immediate prospects lor Chalit, .i
register.
man getting the tsuprt nuny."- - Miuueapolls Tribune.
ti.il f
Can-Do-

HAD

tunny,

O.i--

m

Trying to Please.
You say you are learning

26, 1906.

ooo

Guilty-J- ose

T. D. Walsh and Thomas Casey, of
Boston, Mass., intimate friends of J.
H. O'Rielly of this city, who were with
a party .of Raymond-Whltcomexcursionists that have been touring the
southwest and Old Mexico, were in
the city Saturday, Mr. O'Rielly showing the gentlemen around the city. The
excursionists left Saturday night for
the Grand Canyon of Arizona, where
they will spend a couple of days before returning east.
Major H. It. Whiting enjoyed a
visit this forenoon from his old friend
and comrade, Colonel Charles H. Mc- Connell, of Chicago, who arrived from
the south on the early train and left
ror the Grand Canyon on the California limited. Major Whiting and Col.
Cor- - Incorrect, rect. McConnell were brother officers of
Michigan volunthe Twenty-fourt61
24
Accidental
teers. The colonel Is now on his re3'
Accessible
turn to Chicago, where he is the pro:l
Baptism
prietor of a large drug store, from
3l)
a journey in Mexico and Cuba.
Chirography
46
39
Characteristic
At yesterday's meeting the com
43
4"
Deceitfully
mittee of Shriners having in charge
f'
-- 4
the matter of setting the time of de
Descendant
4,1
parture of the special train that will
3!'
Eccentric
1,8
carry the Albuquerque Shriners
to
4?
Evanescent
the meeting of the Imperial Council
4:t
42
Fierceness
to be held jn los Angeles in May. de
7
2S
Feignedly
elded that the train will leave here
62
23
C.hastliness
Saturday morning. May 5, between 10
33
"
Gnawed
11 o'clock.
and
This special train is
43
42
,
Heiress
for Nohh s and their ladies only, and
4;''
40
will consist of Pullmans, a diner and
Hysterics
r'i)
3S
buffet car, and the delegation- - of
Imbecility
:
20
Shriners from this city will enjoy a
Inconceivable
f3
rate of $35 for the round trip to Los
..32
Inconvenience
'
Angeles. Arrangements for accommof,2
33
Inefficient
dations have already been made in
72
13
Irresistible
ios Angeles for the delegation, and
they will travel in the best of style.
The class average in spelling In 1846 was I,.40.6 per.
cent. Principal Riley gave the same list oi woiua iu
SPRING HAS SPRUNG
pupils of the ninth grade in the Sprinfield schools re
cently and the result averaged 51.2 per cent.
Spring
In strict ac
sprung!
The result of the test made by 478 seventh grade cordance has
date
with
set by the
the
average
of
pupils in the Kansas City schools showed an
appearance
Its
prophets
weather
for
58.84 per cent, which is 18 per cent higher than the grade In New Mexico, it arrived,
and on
niaUu by the high school pupils of 1846iund 7.6 per ceni every hand evidences of its presence
higher than the grade made by the ninth grade pupils are manitest. Shade trees are putting
in Springfield since the discovery of the Hat. The result torth tln ir foliage, peach trees and
of the test made by the 119 sixth grade pupils In the likewise apple trees, are budding or
Kansas City schools averaged 50.8 per cent or only four- - in blossom, and the rain of yesterday.
tenths less than the grade mad.; by the ninth grade pupils which was general over the southern
and central portions of the territory,
in the Springfield schools.
will
the growth of vegetation.
The test made by the seventh grade pupils In the Grasshasten
i
s iringlng up everywhere, and
Lincoln school averaged 3," per cent.
the green lawns, green foliage of tho
Bringing these n Mills together under dates and
shade tr
and tho blossoms of
a'.ii
we have-fruit tree.- beginning to make a
beautiful uid springlike appearance,
P. tut'
A feature of yesterday's
1816.
Springfii Id, Mass.,
rain that
-i
LM.brought :ir to the hearts of the fruit
85
Number of pupils
51.2 grow, rs f. r awhile was the hail that
4U.fi
Per com correct spelling
started billing with the first shower.
However, it was very fine and of such
Kansas City, Mo.
short (l;i:.,;ion that it failed to iU any
.478.
Number white pupils in seventh grade
damage.
was also in evi58.84 dence f r a rainbow
. .
Per cent correct spelling
few moments
between
.119.
Number whin- pupils in sixth grade ...
shower.terdav afternoon.
50.8
. .
Per cent correct spelling
. 39.
Couldn't Navigate.
Number negro pupils in seventh grade
"Win
. . .35.
men use the expression
Per cetil eoi reel spelling
'Couldn't n.ivlgafe?'
I know what it
,,,,
don't see where It comes
It will le seen thai the list of words is a difficult one means.
to spell. H is such a one as will test the ability of per from?"
"A heat can't navigate when there
sons somewnat widely read.
is no witer," replied her husband.
One thing the results show is that white children of "It's tli same way with a man.
If
younger years and less mature minds as a class spell he stick- - i,, water, he can."
Ixtier now than did this special class of elghty-fiv- i'
pupils in i lie hprmglield high school sixty years ago.
NOTICE.
-

MARCH

'HA2S.AILIL

Fadilla Placed
on Trial.

A

occiim-p- '
The
ln
he fore roncress at
up
marine, Is one which mines
Irregilar Intervals. It Is now hefore the law makiiiK
the government find strenuous effort U
lng to secure the passage of n desired hitt. An active
propaganda Is Letup carried en to influence the people
through the press, that, public sentiment may seem to demand the passage of the hill.
The Citizen lias received quite 'number of sheets of
prepared matter for this purpose, of whic h the following
Is presented s a specimen:
Our Scheme of Irrigation.
"Already some $;10,io0,(mmi has been expended by the
west,
Kovernment for the reclamation of arid lands in the
for the benefit of tattlers In that section, and the expenditure has been made in the way of building dams and
digging ditches to Impound the waters and distribute
them with regularity throughout the year over these rid
expected that
plains, In order to make them fertile. It
manv millions will be expended in this way during the
comnig year. This is nothing but a subsidy to the farmers in that section who settle upon, buy and develop those
lands. It is beneficial to the whole country, in a way,
as most subsidies that are paid by the government are,
but the direct aid goes to the localities that are reclaimed
and to tho people owning the lands."
If this Is a fair sample of the arguments to be used
bill, the promoters of the scheme
for the
had done well to save both their time and money. There
is about as much resemblance between the subsidizing of
a merchant marine regardlegs of the merits or demerits
of the scheme and the government plan of irrigation
reclamation of arid lands, as there is between any two
things in nature which have nothing In common. The
government does not give a cent to Irrigation. It simply
for the purpose, every cent of which
lends
must be paid back into the government coffers. Then,
too, the money lent, does not come from taxes upon the
people, but from the sale of lands. To call mis process a
subsidy which is a pure gift to aid In the establlsment
of some proposed enterprise, and In which the money
given goes into the pockets of the beneficiary, never to
return to the government again shows a lack of logic,
a paucity of argument, or a deliberate design to deceive.
Howewr, as already said, this is altogether apart from
bill.
the merits or demerits of the

Otuit

DISTRICT COURT

Carefually Consider

W. T. McCREIGHT

W. 8. STRICKLER

MONDAY,

BERNALILLO COUNTY

Common Sense Stays.

The Citizen Publishing Company

By

CITIZEN.

EVENING

321

Subscribe for The Citizen aud get
the news.

IT
208

Lucero

TO DATE SIGNS
WEST SILVER AVE.

GARBAGE
COMPANY.

0. W. Strongs Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

UNDER TA KERS
Superintendents
Falrview
Sauta Barbara Cemeteries.

and!

MONUMENTS
201 211 N.

Second St.. Both Phones.

CANS. SEE WHITNEY

Try a Citizen want ad.

A CI

ness.

izen want ad will get the
Try one.

busi-
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MONDAY,

will be one of
unique In the

CITY CONVENTIONS OF REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS

TONIGHT

Both Will Meet in Elks' Opera House Building,
The Former in Ball Room and the

W. C. T. U. MEETING

AND PARTY'S PLATFORM

SOCIALIST CITY TICKET

n it i

i t

nu

1 1 class of the full product of their toil
)
through the realization of the princicity republican conven.
the
ples of socialism, we advocate
tion will be held this evening at 4 general
so
si tidy of those principles
7:30 o'clock, in the ball room of
clearly and fully enunciated in our
the Elk' opera house.
national and international programs
convention
f willThebecityhelddemocratic
nnd being fully cognizant of the utter
in the Elks' opera
capitalistic
incapacity of the local
house (the banquet rooms), Just
parties to afford nny relief from muacrocs '.lie aisle from the ball
nicipal
and corporroom, at 8 o'clock p. m.
ate exploitation, we olTer the following program of immediate
demands
for the candid consideration of the
Last Saturday nlfilit the primaries voters of Albuquerque:
of the ciiy n ;ml)'irnrs and democrats
1.
Abolition of all contract work
were held, md from all "accounts,
municipality.
they were largely attended and ex- for2. the
All city employes to be paid on
ceedingly "harmonious."
the basis of the union scale of wntjes.
3.
The procurement of legislation
THE CITYREPL'BL1CANS
for the absolute
of
the city and the Inauguration of the
Initiative and referendum.
First Ward.
4. The discontinuance of the sale
In the Firm ward the primary was
held at the city building, and the fol- or gift of franchises by the city, and
the abolition of all quasi public serlowing delegates selected:
E. J. Alger, J. V. McQuade, M. E. vice corporations nnd the substitution
H:ckey, Don J. Rankin, A. E. Walker, therefor of municipal ownership in all
of public service, beginE. L. Washburn, Joseph Ravena, J. M. departments
Doolittle, A. W. Hayden, C. O. Cush-na- ning with the water works, pnn and
light and street railway.
J. Martin, Aban Sandoval, C. D. electric
5. The extension of the system of
Goff, K. C. Allen, C. B. Strother.
public schools and the enlargement of
Second Ward.
present facilities and the furnishThe city republicans of the Second the
ing
to all children of free text books
ward met in the Red Men's hall on
and wherever necessary, meals and
Gold avenue, and selected the followto children of needy parents.
ing delegates to the city convention: clothes
6.
The establishment of a municiT. K. Lawers, Fred Fisher, H. J.
pal
Stone, Joe Scottl, Dr. O. G. Bebber, may coal and wood yard, where fuel
be obtained at cost; also the esI W. Galles, Charles A. Hall, W. K.
Preston, George p. Learnard, J. Por- tablishment of city scales.
7.
The establishment of public
ter Jones, A. W. Bambrook, Otto L.
Rice, Ed. Harsch, J. C. Armijo, David baths, playgrounds for children and
the extension of the public parks as
Baca.
well as the general beautifying of
Third Ward.
The city republicans of this ward the city.
8.
Provision to be made for furmet in the Armory departtment of the
work to the unemployed by
Elks' Opera House, on the Fifth nishing
street side, and in a few minutes had a system of public works and the payment of adequate wages by the munamed the following delegates to the nicipality.
city republican convention:
9. We denounce the system hithFrank A. Hubbell, T. N. Wilkerson,
George Craig, H. E. Rogers. T. G. erto in vogue of levying tribute upon
fallen women, and pledge ourselves
Apodaca, Antonio Chaves, W. H.
Juan Sandoval, J. Svabb, to discontinue the practice.
To all the foregoing the socialist
George F. Albright, Maynard Gunsul,
H. D. Romero, Frank Fracaroli, Isldro party of the city of Albuquerque bind
the candidates of their party in the
Sandoval, Al Frost.
forthcoming municipal election, by
Fourth Ward.
The city republicans of the Fourth by the power of the initiative and refward congregated in the vacant A- erendum of party discipline and the
lbright building, corner of Third street fact that each candidate has filed his
and Copper avenue, and the follow- resignation with the secretary of local Albuquerque of the socialist party
ing delegates were chosen:
O. A. Matson, Melville Summers, I,. of America.
H. Chamberltn, T. S. Hubbell, A. J.
THE CONVENTIONS TONIGHT
Crawford, R. W. Hopkins, David
H. P. Owen, L. Gradi. W. S.
Strickler, W. T. McLaughlin, W. 11.
The city republicans will meet toHahn, Green Watson, Frank Acker-ma- night in the ball room of Elks' Opera
H. Springer.
House at 7:30 o'clock, while the
The ward primaries were presided city democrats will hold forth at
over by the following gentlemen: the banquet hall of the Elks' opera
'
First Ward M. E. Hickey, chair- house, at 8 o'clock.
y
man; Dr. E. J. Alger, secretary.
From all Indications, (since the
Second Ward L. W. Galles, chair- primaries where In
cases
usual
man ; Otto Bobber, secretary.
nominations for ward candidates are
Ward T. N. Wilkerson, made but none announced by either
Third
chnirman; George Craig, secretary.
party last Saturday night), the two
Fourth Ward E. S. Stover, chair- conventions will bo extremely mild,
man; L. H. Chamberliu, secretary.
and a fusion ticket will be named.
Wise ones today state knowingly
that the fusion ticket has been decidTHE CITY DEMOCRATS
ed upon and the following gentlemen
will be nominated and ratified toFirst Ward.
" The city democrats of this ward met night by the two conventions:
For' .Mayor Frank McKee, demoalso at the city building and the fol- crat,
renominated.
lowing delegates were chosen:
For City Treasurer H. E. Rogers,
A. B. McMlien, Dr. P. G. Cornish,
D. A. Bittner, D. S. Bueklin, Henry republican, renominated.
For. City Clerk Harry F. Lee, reAuge, J. L. Bell, R. Dodson.
Emil publican,
renominated.
Mann, Ben Myer, A. A. Trimble.
Ward.
V
Second Ward.
For Alderman P. Hanley, repubIn this ward the city democrats
met at the office of the Clarkville lican, renominated; A. E. Walker, republican, now filling out an unexcoal yards, and elected the following pired
term.
delegates:
For School Trustee E. L. WashJohn Bonnell, Thomas Isherwood, R.
J. Sweeney, G. W. Bixler, Francisco burn, republican, renominated.
Second Ward.
.1.
A.
Montoya, Ricardo Montoya,
For Alderman George P. Learu-arSkinner. H. C. Clark, W. H. Daeey,
republican, renominated.
R. L. Wooton.
For School Trustee William Kieke,
Third Ward.
At the oBlco of E. H. Dunbar, the democrat.
Third Ward.
democrats of this ward held forth,
For Alderman Samuel Xeustadt,
and the following delegates were democrat.
chosen to the city convention:
For School Trustee George Craig,
George Edick, Samuel Neustadt, E.
republican, renominated.
H. Dunbar, A. J. Maloy. Thomas
Fourth Ward.
J. S. Black, John R. Abel, F. C.
For Alderman John S. Beaven,
Bullington, John Ford, Frank Kirster,
democrat.
Fourth Ward.
.
For School Trustee O. N. Marron,
The Fourth ward democrats assembled at Justice Craig's office and se- democrat.
lected the following delegates:
Frank McKee, George Browne, W. AN AMPHITHEATRE
W. MeClellan. R. W. D. Bryan, Summers Burkhardt, P. F. McCanna, John
OUT OF DOORS
.S. Heaven, Dr. H. H. Cams,
O. N.
Maron.
MEXICO
The primaries of the city demo- UNIVERSITY OF NEW
WILL CONSTRUCT ONE ON ITS
crats were presided over by the folALREADY BECAMPUS
WORK
lowing gentlemen:
GUN.
First Ward Dr. P. G. Cornish,
chairman; Emil Mann, secretary.
Plans have been consumated and
Second Ward John Bonnell, 'chairartual work is under way on what
man; J. A. Skinner, secretary.
Third Ward George Edick, chair- will In all probability be one of the
most remarkable outdoor amphithemanE. H. Dunbar, secretary.
Fourth Ward O. .f Marron, chair- atres located in the west. Three hun
dred feet north of the heating plant
man: li. W. Tel for. secretary.
on the campus of tlie Universtity of
New Mexico a force of workmen are
THE CITY SOCIALISTS
busily engaged in grading, what is
already a naturally adapted hollow
A lew davs oo the city socialists
tor the purpose of erecting therein
in. t ami selected a ticket fur the city an
theatre that will be in
oHiecrs, but for certain
reasons the styleoutdoor
exact minature of the ancient
leaders of the party declined to give R manan amphitheatres.
out fur publication the names of their
It will be located at the head of a
candidates until after the republican
arroya, which has such a
and democratic- primaries had been small
gradual and gentle siope as to make
held.
outThe nominees of the city socialist it an ideal spot for ihe proposed fe-?door auditorium. AImhu four
party are as follows:
above the ground, a wooden stage will
For Mayor Albert C. Rock.
be erected and rows of wooden benchFor l ily Treasurer Gust. E.
es will extend in
ranks
back from the stage for a distance of
For City Clerk IT. R. Hotelllng.
First Ward J. .1. Ryan, for two ii:hty or a hundred feet, extending
feet.
years; A. I.. Staehlin, for four years. in width about seventy-fiv- e
The hollow in which this unique
Antonio J Guerara. school trustee.
will
graded
alwill
theater
be
be
M.
Shupe,
l.uilt
Second Ward Harry
sufficient to make of it a perfect
derman. Janus Blackman, school Just
basin that will accomotrustee, four years; vacancy occa- Imjw
sioned by the death of R- O. Stoll, date fully 1.UU0 people.
Prof. Tight, who is engineering the
and rumination yet to be made.
Third Ward W. IT. Kerr, alderman. project, expects with very little expense, to have a beautiful
Emil IT. Heirman. school trustee.
abler-maauditorium. Ditclie8 will be constructFourth Ward Mentz
ed at the back and side's of the basin
J. W. Weir, school trustee.
so as to drain otT the water that might
The Socialist Platform.
The platform adopted at a recent settle In the hollow.
Back of the
meeting of the socialists declares static and around the main basin will
strongly for municipal ownership. It be planted a circular hedge, and a few
fi et hack of this, trees will be plantfollows In full:
Firmly believing in the ultimate ed so as to give the space perfect
conquest of overthrow tit the capital- acoustic propuMes and an air of seistic system In all lands of the erth clusion.
and the restoration to the laboring
When completed, the ampitheater

i
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page Five,

up by the very closr
NOTICE.
score of 21 t) 2. The "Ih'loles" are
.the
singing,
however, and
threnstill
Delegatet Attention.
ody of their melody is to the effect
The
City
Republican Convention
'em
next
time.'' it s
that "We'll beat
needless to add that the game was an will bo held tonight at 7:30 p. m In
tno ball room of the Elks' Opera
errorless affair.
Dclecntp
ntlrl
oil nnranni
In the other contest, played on thr House.
will please
notice
West Gold avenue grounds, the score I Intfn-aU'i- rvl
the
! ti
was a bit more even, being fi to r,
M. E. HICKEY,
In favor of the "Diamond C s,
but
claim they were Secretary CHy Republican Central
the
t
Commit eo.
alby their opponents,
W. H. G1L.I.EN WATER,
though the "Diamond C's" stoutly
maintain that the game was on the Chairman of the City Republican Central Committee.
square nnd that the cause of the
"Him Flams' " defeat was tho numerous "high balls" indulged in by them.
MILLINERY OPENING
Another game which had real merit
tn It was the one played Saturday afMrs. D. D. Coverdale announces her
ternoon between the high school ball spring opening
for Friday afternoon
team and the team from tho Indian nnd
of this week. Tha oc- school. The high school won by a . .. Saturday
., ..... ,rv . m- uifl(iiBj vn
ut tt
score of 13 to ".' The victory was a the finest
of '
spring
clean cut one. and one cf which the anu summerlines
ever
nats
brougnt to Al- Di.sh school team Is very proud,
as , euquerque.
iteniemDer tne time and
the Indians are very fast. Tho two plaet 21'ij West
Gold avenue.
teams now have a game apiece to t
o
their credit, and another game, to
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
the superiority of these, two
teams, has been arranged for next
Saturday, at which time both sides
will niake strenuous endeavors to win.
THE CELEBRATED

the mosf beautiful and cleaned 'rni

west, although many
colleges of the east have these outdoor thenttrs where class commencements, orations, lectures and class
plays are lield. It. Is the Intention
of the university faculty to hold their
lectures, commencements, etc., in this
open nir auditorium, ami that It will
be a great addition to the beauty of
the university campus is not to be
denied.

Democrats in Banquet Room.

i i Ths
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A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

"Film-Flams-

The ladles of the Women's Christian Temperance I'nlon met in a parlor session Saturday afternoon at th
home or Mrs. Pitt u.iss on West Railroad avenue. The reading of the
minutes of the previous meetings' mi l
a staieraent of tne condition of the
union, showed the organization to be
In excellent condition. Fifty-fivmembers now belong to the union, and the
treasurers remrt showed a fairly
good financial condition.
A resume
of the i.ist year's work was read by
Mrs. Mary J. Borden, which also included a brief sketch of the work accomplished all over the territory. During the afternoon a musical duet by
Mrs. Drury and Mrs. Cassldy was rendered, fallowed by Miss Beatrice
Sleight In one of her Inimitable reciMOitTUARY.
tations, the program ending with a
vocal duet In Spanish by MUss Sleight
'
William Lorke.
and Mrs. Drury. Refreshments of a
William Iiorke, aged 33 years, a
dainty character were served by the
union,
hostess before the meeting adjourned. member of the Clgarmakers'
who has been in Albuquerque the past
five months for the benefit of his
MRS. W. A. GARLAND
health, died at his home in this city,
Bottled In Bond.
218 North Walter
street, yesterday
WILL SUE FOR DIVORCE morning
at fi o'clock as a result of tuberculosis. Deceased was born in
HUSBAND
ADMITS
ESTRANGE- Wisconsin, but had spent the latter
TheGeo.T. v taggCo.
MENT, BUT
IT IS FROM HIS part of his life, prior to coming to
Distillers,
WIFE THAT HE LEARNS THAT this city, In Marysville, Kan., where
SHE WILL SEEK A LEGAL SEP- the rt mains will be shipped tonight,
FRANKFORT,
KT.
accompanied bv his wife. Deceased
t
ARATION,
also leaves a sister, who will continue
The following article relative to n to reside In Albuquerque for the bene-- '
IVIELINI & E A ! N
couple well known in Albuquerque, fit of her health. The body will he
In the early days, when Mr. Garland accompanied from Borders' undertakBole Agents.
was a railroad builder operating in ing establishment to the depot by an
Albuquerque,
N. M.
Clgarmakers
escort
infrom
uuion,
the
this territory, will he read with
Automatic Phone, 199
terest. It is clipped from the Los at 6:30 o'clock this evening.
Angeles Examiner, of March 23:
Rudolph Stoll,
Mrs. William A. Garland plans to
Rudolph Stoll, aged 39 years, who
sue for divorce.
"I have leen considering such ac- has been making his home in this
tion," she said last night, at the Gar- city the past ten months .died at his
land home, at 757 West lake avenue, home, 1112 South High street, yester"but the suit has not been filed yet. day morning early, from typhoid fever and complications. Deceased re
Now you must excuse me.'"
MARCH 31
W. A. Garland had but a minute be- cently secured the Albuquerque Busi- SATURDAY,
fore admitted that he and his wife ness college from Prof. Ramsay, and
MATINEE
AT
2:30 P. M.
during
In
his residence
this city had
had been estranged. But he said inat
NIGHT AT 8:45 PJ M.
he had no knowledge of the inienrteu made many friends w5i; extend their
suit. Then he called his wife, and heartfelt sympathy to the grief strick- Engagement
of the
Distinguished
child who
from Tier learned that she was to ask en wife and 14 montns'-olActor,
are left to mourn his loss. Deceased
a legal separation.
She will also ask the courts to was born in Two Rivers, Wis., and
award her a share of the community wag a noted educator in that state. MR. CHARLES B. HANFORD
property, valued at $1,D0,000, rumor having been the founder and presi-- j
Accompanied by
has it, but about this she refused to dent of Stoll's Business college in Eau '
speak and her husband professed en- Claire, Wis., for many years, until illj
health forced him to change his place' MISS MARIE DROFNAH
tire ignorance of her plans.
"I know absolutely nothing about of residence. The funeral took place
In Two Superb Productions.
my wife's even contemplating a di- this afternoon at 2 o'clock from the
vorce," said Mr. Garland, when he was family home, Rev. Crawford ofllclat-- t
questioned at his home. 'It is news ing. Interment was had in." Fairview The iMercnani of Venice
to me. Perhaps you had better see cemetery.
At the Matinee,
Mrs. Garland."
Antonio Martinez.
Then he called her to the drawing
AND
Surrounded by his family, and aproom and from her learned that she
was thinking of instituting such a parently In tho best of health, without
any complaint whatever, of feeling ill, The Taming of the Shrew
proceeding.
"I was warned Beveral months ago Antonio Martinez, a fe--respected citiAt Night.
t
dead in his
while in the east that my wite was zen of Yoa Duranes,
The Each play
dissatisfied," said Mr. Garland, afer chair last evening at his home.
.
presented
every
with
attenshe had left the rootn.- "A fortune deceased was SI years of age-- Funeral
tion to detail.
teller suggested It, but I never dream- arrangements are being made today.
ed of a divorce."
Prices
..$1.50, $1 and 75c
Spelling Reform.
Reports of a separation In the Garyou
of
do
"What
think
NOTE
this
Preceding
family
have been current for
land
the performance
spelling reform?" asked the "The Taming of tho Shrew," Mr. Han-forseveral days, but the estrangement beprofessor.
learned
will
present
tween the husband and the wife,
the one act Napo"I don't know anything about It." leonic play "THE OLD GUARD."
which is said to be of some months'
replied
man.
business
the
successful
standing, will be news to some of
Seats on tale at Matton's, Wednesday,
"What Is it?"
their intimate friends,
"It's proposed to spell rough
marcn zo,. at v o clock.
W. A. Garland is a wealthy railroad
through,
contractor and real estate operator, enough,
"Why that's the way I always spell
with oflleea In the Bralev htiilriinir.
Seven years ago he built the home at I em.
the corner of Eighth street and W'st-lakA Lively Tussle.
avenue.
with that old enemy of the race, conMr. Garland is well known as a gen- stipation,
often ends in appendicitis.
tleman sportsman and among the To avoid all serious trouble with stomhorses of his stable is the fast trot- ach, liver and bowels, take Dr. King's
ting mare, Sweet Marie.
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
New Life Pills. Tley perfectly regRoom 17. N. T. Armijo Building.
ulate these 'organs, without pain or
discomfort. 25c at all drug stores.
THEY HAVE ARRIVED

RUBS

CARPETS

AMD

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

-

Albert Faher

o

O. TP. C.
WHISKEY

Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

V

xooxxxxxxxxxxcco
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YOUR EASTER
GOWN
SHOULD MEET WITH
APPROVAL
new ideas in fashion,
and fabric are embodied in
our Nkw
Styles and
S.XMl'LES
just received from
New York.
Many
fit

Si-rin-

Ladies desiring swell and
gowns are requested
to call and get prices.

Elks' Opera House

up-to-d-

Madam Gross
Phon

d

118

Black 68

Cold Avenue
-

la not always

A.

J.

I

The St. Elmo

j

JOSEPH

BARNETT,

After various delays, caused by
plating the instruments by special order and the delays in transit Learnard
& Lindemann are pleased to announce
the arrival of the greater portion of
the band Instruments for their Boys'
Band. All the boys and all the persons interested are invited to inspect
the instruments, which are now on
exhibition in Learnard & Llndemann'B
display window.
If anyone doubts the ultimate success of learnard & Lindemann's efforts to organize a band that will be
a credit to this city, it is suggested
that from now on they watcn the
growth, numerical and musical, of the
Boys' Band.
Attention, boys! All the boys who
have signified their desire to Join the
band and those who desire to learn
more of the purpose and plans of the
band are requested to meet at Learnard & Lindemann's store, .Thursday
tvening of this week. The band instructor will be present.
Don't forget the date and place,
Thursday evening, at 7:30 o'clock, at
Learnard At Lindemann's, the square
music dealers, 2et West Gold avenue.

THE COURIER-JOURNANINETEEN

TO TAKE
YOUNG
WOMEN
ABROAD AS ITS GUESTS.

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

J

SAMPLE ANC O
CLUB ROOMS
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.

-

t

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent,
114 Weit Copper Ave.
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ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

OLD

1

CATHEDRAL
BUILDING.

AUSTRIAN

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery

al

U.S. Lithgow&Co.

BORRADAILE

Specialists

.

I

WMIk

Is tho selection
of proper flour.
There Is no difficulty about this it
Empress flour is Chosen. It to a
good and makes such sweet, watt
and nutritious bread as to be
by any milled. Tbabcot
bread makers use It for that verf
reason.

Crown Studio

V

AVEHUBT

IN BREAD MAKIN&
Is the most Important of all; that

al

al

,

THE FIRST LESSON
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The Courier-Journis conducting
PIONEER BAKERY
a popularity contest that eclipses anything of the kind ever promoted in
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
that section. Briefly, the Courier
(Successor to Balling Broi.)
Journal proposes to take on a seven-week- s' WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guartour abroad nineteen young,
wmen from Kentucky and southern antee first class baking.
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the 207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until It returns to "The Old Kentucky Home," August 2:. To give all
a chance the Courier-Journlias divided Louisville and Kentucky and
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
Southern Indiana into eighteen dis2 5
tricts, and the most popular young
West Railroad Ave.
woman from each district is to be the
Auto Phone, 320,
one to make the tour. The nineteenth
young lady is to be selected in another way. Readers of tho Courier-Journare to select t! guests for
the paper, by ballot. I' is estimated
that the trip alone will eS' the Cour
,
to say
about $1"
IS O O K I1IXDHKS
nothing of incidental itn.; ip' her neces
sary expenses. There lea bo a young
woman from this sec :i who Is a
Write the
candidate fur this' tot.r
In
Courier-Journa- l.
Ky-Loui-- .
for a
LOST RING RESTORED
.1
1st of candidates and
details of
BLANK BOOK MAKING
tour.
TO MRS. MEDLER the
and
APPLES YOU CAN BUY A BOX
About two weeks ago, Mrs, E. I.. AT $2.25 AT J. F. PALMER'S. 501
Medler lost an emerald ami diamond NORTH FIRST STREtT.
ring, and, .after exbauslng all means
The society which
rowed Com-Ishe could think of, in her attempts
Auto Phone 128.
please re-- .
to find the .cherished article, Friday! I'any G s I'. S. A. fl.i
UCPPE.
she appealed to The Citizen to help turn same.
In r find the ring, and the bookkeeper
persuaded her to insert a small ail
in the paper. The ad constituted only
enree lines, out u uni "e wuii. i
was found one morning, about
two weeks a co. In the street, near
the Sam.lose market, by Mr. O. BamAre t!u- pridi- of
bini. He tried to find the owner, but
nil' 'Jn.l the charm ol :!ie city. We havu the kind
tailed. Friday night he read the
will keep your l,in if' ii and green.
of lawn r j i Satursmall adv. in Tlie Citizen, and
Z'nday morning the ring was relurnel to
line- and up
"iiic and up
.
And yet, in the face of
Mrs. Medler.
some
are
1!,, !,.
ojc anil up
such strong evidence, there
V
12c
people who do not believe in adveri;v. Leitising.
lbi.-- f
Me

ds

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J i 20 West Railroad Avenae

SCREEN TIME

L

srnokw-d-pen-

RAILROAD

Finest

Prop'r.

here. Door and Window
screen made to order.

Is

tne Sest

RICHARDS--

113', WEST
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FREE

SMOKE.

about
o the cigar. If yom
smoke the White Uly yoa can bar It
pa stronj as yuo like, yet sweet and
Tragrant; medium with tbe Hue
"smoothness" and aroma; mlhj as a
balniv day in spring and Just aa delightful.' And all tor 5 cents for one
smoke, $2.lHi for the same Joy mufti- iiiiea DiiKia. muck a inn in the
te l.ly.

e

TOUR EUROPE

"

-

A STRONG

-

LEARNARD & LINDEMAN'S BOYS'
BAND INSTRUMENTS.

y

"I; - (

'

OCKXXXCCKXXXC0Cx000
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JUST RECEIVED

& GO,, H?

Avon,,

Gold

,
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DANGERS OF THE DARK
Telephone the Police
FIRE!
Telephone the Fire
Department.
ILLINESS!
Telephone the Doctor.

..BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..

YOU NEED

TELEPHONE

--

VERY

EXCITING

.a a

ocxxxxxxxxxxxxxdocooooooo

llP

&

Myer,

Real Estate

$2.50

-

n

lino of Nozzles,
le'
Ilos,, Menders.
h and
S;u .!,!.
OFFICIAL GARBAGE CANS...
$1 and $1.25
Celiveied to any part of city.

GAMtS

in

'

closely
very intfr.-stiiiKand exciting k"""' ,Jf baseball
Indulged in 'st rday afternoon
in one
by tlie "Start." and "(i ioli-s"Diamond C's" vs.
JTanie, and tin
ihi- 'Flim r'luuis" in the other.
In the HrM naneM jjaine the "Star"
were of much greater inamiitu.le thin
and they
their fea'herel ..ppon-n- t.
Two

(on-teste-

wi-i-

-

MB GOIO'AVEUE

J- -

W. MASTERS

HOME

Cclo, Phone

KUIM'I.V COMl'ANV

B. 68

HOME

c

,.

out-doo- r

YOUR

ooeoeooomooo ocoaoooooo-wootton

;

Ob-son- ,

IN

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

-

:

A

I

The Telephone Is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRES!
The Telephone Is an
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

BURGLARS!

AND

Ranches
x.

H

RENTALS

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
121 8. Third St.,
ALDUQUEItQUE . . . . N.

.

i
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in
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Carrie
the United Statei
only line with a change of gtocfc u
route; good rlh's. horses and t)rWi;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Mo47
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. or
particulars, address V. L. Trlsntl k
Co., aseuts, Albuquerque, N. M., o A.
li. IH.OCK, Proprietor. Perea. N. fit

RANKIN

&

CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL E3TAT8.
LOAN'S

M.

Automatic phone 151.
Room 10. N. T.

Ann!? Buildup

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

mlssloners r.f that county. Mr. Se
ligman declined to give the form of
the resignation on account of nor
navlng hail an opportunity to communicate with the remaining members of
They
the board of commissioners.
will be notllled by Chairman Arthur
Sellgman of the resignation, and a
special meeting may be called to consider thu matter, or Chairman Sellgman may be given the power to act
for the board. In the latter event Mr.
MAY ESTABLISH WOOLEN
MILL AT ROSWELL. Sellgman says he will accept the
I'r. Charles I.. Marsden and William
D. Mahoney of Chicago, arrived at
KoBwell for the purpose of arranging WILL WELCOME HIM
BACK TO SOCORRO.
la possible, to establish a woolen mill
Jn Hoswell. that will work up all the.
Shortly after Hon. H. O. llurstiru's
cou.i-trywool raised In that part of the
resignation of the superlntendency of
The gentlemen will go to Lake the territorial penitentiary takes efArthur for a few days, and in the fect, lie and family will become resimeantime the matter will be In the dents of Socorro, says the Chieftain.
hands of the Hoswell commercial club. Tho announcement of this fact some
time ago elicited many expressions of
PURCHASING NAVAJO
gratification from Socorro's citizens'
CURIOS AT GALLUP. Mr. Bursum has already arranged for
Herman Switzcr, of the Harvey cu- the making of marked Improvements
rio department, was In the city Tues- on his residence property In the eastday on business, purchasing' supplies , ern part of the city. In fact. It is
for the curio department of that
understood that he will erect a fine
says the Gallup Republican. He two story brick residence, adjoining
purchased of H. F. Zahm a very fine the cottage already there. There are
collection of pillow tops, looms, blan- abundant reasons why the coming of
kets and a large assortment of brace- Mr. Bursum and family to Socorro will
lets. Indian goods are bringing a be heartily welcomed.
night r price than ever and the traders can hardly fill their orders as fast FATHER JUILLARD RETURNS
as they come in.
FROM TRIP TO MEXICO.
Julllard who last week reFather
SILVER CITY ELECTS
turned from an extended trip Into tne
NEW ELK OFFICERS. state of Sonora, reports that the MexSilver City Lodge, No. 413, B. P. O. ican state Is growing very rapidly, and
R, held their annual election of of- that the land in the agricultural disficers, Wednesday evening, with tne tricts along the Yaqui river Is rapidly
following result: E. A. Layne, ex- - becoming very valuable,
already
ailed ruler; E. M. Young, "teemed:
10 fln acre ,
tn IrrlRated
says the Gallup Repub- C Shoenmker
loyal knight;
Yaqui
rebellion,
Astothe
,
teemed lecturing knight; H H. BetU.
,
oon.
situation,
which
,
on
the
:.,Z
data
.stderable
WuluZ
really serious. General Torres
fo rthree years, to succeed himself; is
exact situation
A. J. Burgess, representative to the explained in detail the will
devote a
grand lodge, which meets In Denver, and Father Julllard
large amount of space In his Journal,
July 17th, and R. M. Turner, alter- the
Catholic Pioneer, to a detailed acnate. The Installation of the new ofnotorious Yaqui
ficers will take place Wednesday, count of tne now
war, which Is devastating parts of
April 4th.
the state and rendering It unsafe for
travelers.
BADLY HURT IN

MONDAY,

THEY LOVED 1NTENSELN IN
COURT WHILE ON TRIAL

DEMING

THE VERY THEATRICAL TRIAL IN
PARIS OF A ROMEO AND JULIETBUT THE BANK CLERK

UvlnK.

d,

KILLS THE
FRUIT AT ROSWELL.
Tho cold nlnhta during the for part
week killed tho peaches, Japtf thisplums
anese
and Kieffer pears In the
Hoswell vicinity, those being the varieties of fruit which hail blossomed
out. Apples of all varieties, Hart let.
and other late blooming pears do not
neom to have been Injured at all.

CITIZEN.

Judse Mann la a
soclnble and
cheerful
fellow, the kind of a man that enriches the world by havlns lived
therein.
worth the

TERRITORIAL TOPICS

EVKXIXG

AND

ITS HUMESEEKEKS

COLD

LOVER GOT SEVEN YEARS
EMBEZZLEMENT.

OVER TWELVE THOUSAND ACRES
OF LAND HAVE BEEN ENTERED

SINCE JANUARY

Since January 1, 19ofi, t,i this date,
there lias been 1 2.320 acrvs of land
entered that are lying adjacent
to
Dentin, mostly south and east of
town, says the Headlight.

sys-em-

'r

?y

T

in your
.Vest Pocket

YOU

'

These lands have been taken under
the homestead act In ItiOacre tract,
and by means of the desert land claim
act. All have been entered In the office of United Slates
land commissioner B. Y. McKeyes, and Mr.
informs the Headlight thaf
there are a large number of inquiries
M ME. MERELLI.
now on file with him that will local"
nomes In the near future.
Paris enjoyed that salute.
Very few of these locators have been
And the man's only excuse for his
great
any
residents of this vicinity for
crime was love, love, love, and Mme.
length of time, In fact, most of them
Merelli blew a kiss at him, and then
have only Just arrived here from the
cried: "Tiens! You are adorable. I
snowliound regions of the north and
worship you."
to
east, and seeing an opportunity
And the lover gets Beven years at
make a home In this sunny climate,
hard tabor.
are fast seizing the offers of uncie
And the lady Is to go on the stage.
Sam.
There are still thousands upon thousands of acres of Just as good land
as that already taken, and It Is now
only a question of a few months, or
weeks, until we Bhall see homes all
over this valley and orchards and
crops growing where now all Is waste.
The Campbell system of dry farmWashington, March 2fl. The younging is what Is soon to cause this whole?
valley from Cook's mountains to the est member of congress is Anthony
Florldas and Tres Hermanas, and aJ Mlchalek, 28, of Chicago, representing
far west as tho Gage mountains, to the fifth district. The district is losoon
be dotted with comfortable cated west of the south branch of the
homes, farms and orchards.
Chicago river and has a population of
This system of dry farming Is sim- 213,000 people, most of them Jews and
ply an Intelligent preparation at the Bohemians.
land which holds the moisture in tne
Anthony Michalek is a Christian
ground, after It Is closely packed on Jew of Bohemian parentage, having
the surface, Instead of allowing It to been brought to the United States
escape by evaporation, as It does when three months old. He sneaks
when the land Is but poorly prepared Yiddish and Hebrew, as well as Boat the commencement of each season. hemian, German and English. He
Parties who have thoroughly inves was educated in the Chicago public
'
y
tlgated this matter and who are the schools and is a bookkeeper. He takes
ones who are bo rapidly locating the pride in the fact that he is the first
public domain hereabouts, 'nave
no person of Slavonic blood to be elected
to the American congress.
fears of their future success.
If you want to see intelligent farmThe youngest member of congress
ing In this arid region now under full is eaten up with two overmastering
sway, take a look at the lands of Interests Immigration, and the muRUNAWAY AT GALLUP.
Ralph C. Ely, Just east of town and sical education and career of "the kid"
The other morning, Edward Wat-kin- s, LAWYERS GAVE DINNER
AT ALAMOGORDO. at the large farm of James Garr, two
his younger brother, Benjamin, now
who Is with the Irvine market,
A correspondent in the
El Paso and
f
miles west of this city. studying the violin in Prague.
was quite badly hurt, says the Gallup
Alamogordo,
"He is the greatest living violinist,"
Republican. He was driving the de- Times, writing from
congressman declares
A Cornell professor Is able to make the youthful
livery team, when in some unknown says: Wednesday evening, the at
manner the tongue of the wagon drop- torneys of Alamogordo treated the milk from a powder to which he adds "The world will Boon know it. He la
ped, and the horses broke from the vistlng lawyers to a dinner at the water. In the milk business "add with every evidence of conviction.
For various water" is always one of the essential The world will soon know it. He is
wagon, dragging Mr. Watkins from railway eating house.
to make his debut in Prague next
his face, reasons quite a number of attorneys steps.
the seat. He fell forward,-osummer."
on the hard ground, cutting several from over the territory were here
Congressman Michalek is unmarRashes in bis chin and Hps; his right Wednesday, some interested In the
In
WILLING
HELPERS.
ried. All his salary above the barrtand was also sprained at the wrist. Tularosa water case, and others beWhat's the use of a helper, If
est living expenses go to the musical
It. was necessary
to take several terested in this and that matter
isn't willing? Willingness Is
education of "the kid." "And I bor
stitches In one of the largest of the fore! Judge E. A. Mann. Among the ' he
an ample mantle which will al- - f row now and again a little," said the
Attorney
were
face wounds. Mr. Watkins is getting visiting attorneys
devoted brother, who recently spent
along as well as could be expected General George W. Prchard of Santa f most cover all the sins of serv- -Ice. But a classified advertise- It $1000 for'a new violin.
Fe, E. C. Wade of Las Cruces, Martin
under the circumstances.
menf. In The Evening Citizen Is a
Representative Michalek Is an en
R. Baker, of Sunnyside, J. H. Paxton
willing helper that Is not only
ANDREWS DOES NOT WANT
United
thusiast on the subject of America as
Assistant
of Las Cruces,
absolutely competent, but also is it a land of opportunity and refuge for
ASSESSORSHIP OF SANTA FE. States Attorney Medlef. of AlbuquerEdward Andrews announced Satur- que, Horton Moore, Las Cruces, J. Y. f a willing worker. It works aft
the oppressed peoples of the earth. In
day afternoon list that he had ten- Hewitt and A. H. Hudspeth of White
the time for you. It Is the best t making his campaign in Chicago. Mr.
In
publicity
most
resignation
visiting
and
economical
as assessor of Oaks. The Idea to honor the
dered his
I Michalek spoke mostly in Yiddish, but
the world.
"Santa Fe county, to Arthur Sellgman, attorneys was a scheme of Judge
will address the house on Immigration
i
In very goiftl English.
chairman of the board of county.com- Mann, who Is ever ready to make life

THE KID CONGRESS-

MAN SPEAKS YIDDISH

1
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Watch-Do- g

can buy Health Insurance

FOR

How the French love the theatrical!
alAmerica doesn't know the game,
though Ann ricans play It hard enough.
The nio.jf talked of, admire I, almost adored personages in France tae
past few weeks were not persm.s of
repute or n anding.
One W'as Galley, the bank clerk who
stole $175. 1"" o squander on Mine.
Merelli. a mere girl, whom be loved to
He hired a steamer on
distraction.
which to pay court to the mistress of
his dreams. He lavished money on
her. He was idiotically fond of her,
and the love note cnughl the Paris- inns who crowded the court.
Gallay was heroic. Mmo. Merelli
proved herself a superb actress. The
court proceedings proved a succession of sighs and love and caresses.
Romeo ami Juliet were outdone and
Paris sided with the lover and forgot
the crime.
In court Gallay refused to testify
unless he was allowed to kiss his
mistress, anil his request was granted.

1, 1906.

The

MARCH

Several good "Accident"
Companies sell It.
Sixty dollars per year will brln you
$25.00 per week, for every week you are
Sick.
But, your time alone may be worth far
more than that.
And $200 per week might not pay for
your suffering.
That's why "Cascaret" Insurance which
prevents Sickness, is worth ten times as
much money as ether "Health" Insurance.
Yet "Cascaret Insurance'' will cost you
less than Ten Cents a week.
That gives you a "Vest Pocket" Box
,
to carry constantly.

"Indigestion" means food eaten but
only partially digested
"Constipation" means food retained In
the body undigested too long, till it decays.
It then supplies the poisons of decay
to the system, In place of the nourishment
It might have supplied.
Isn't that a tremendous handicap worth
Insuring against?
What does It cost to Cure Constipation
or Indigestion, with their train of small
and great Ills, and to Insure against a
return of them?
Not so very much.
One 10 cent box of Cascarets per week,
at most, perhaps half that.
One candy tablet night and morning,
taken regularly for a short time, is warranted to cure the worst case of Constipation or Indigestion that walks the earth.
One tablet taken whenever you suspect
you need It will insure you against 90 per
cent of all other Ills likely to attack you.
Because 90 per cent of these Ills begin

In the Bowels,

or exist through poor
Nutrition.
Cascarets don't purge, don't weaken,
don't Irritate, nor upset your stomach.
No, they act like Exercise on the
Bowels, instead.
They stimulate the
s
to
contract and propel the Food naturally
past the little valves that mix Digestive
Juices with Food.
s
The strengthen these
by exercising them.
Bowel-Muscle-

Bowel-Muscle-

The time to take a Cascaret Is the very
minute you suspect you need one.
When your tongue Is coated a little.
When your breath Is not above
suspicion.
When your head feels dull, dizzy, or
achy.
When you have eaten too heartily, or
too rapidly.
When you have drunk more than was
good for your digestion.
When you have a touch' of Heartburn,
or

a

Coming-on-Col-

d.

Carry the "Vest Pocket" Box where It
belongs, just as you would your Watch,
Pocket-knif- e
or
It costs only 10 cents. At any druggist.
Be sure you get the genuine, made only
by the Sterling Remedy Company, and
never sold In bulk. Every tablet stamped
Lead-penc-

il.

"CCC."

rRE&
tV
We want to

TO OUR FRIENDS!

tend to onr friends a beantlfal

French-desipied- v

BONBON BOX.

in colors. It is a beauty for the
dressing table. Ten cents In stamps Is asked as a
measure of rood faith and to cover cost of Cascarets,
720
with which tHWoalnty trinket Is loaded.
mentioning this paper. Address
Send
Sterling Kerned? Company. Chicago or New York.

longer than any other president In tho
history of the association.
PRtSIDENT OF VETERINARIANS
Dr. Braj1 says the state veterinarians are going to work for a law regulating the practice of veterinary
ASSOCIATION
STATE
TEXAS
In Texas, In the same manELECTS EL PASO GOVERNMENT surgery
ner as the practice of medicine is
OFFICIAL AT ITS HEAD.
regulated. At present there are many
Dr. T. A. Bray, of the United States veterinaries In the state without
bureau of animal Industry, returned
A number of other El Pasoans atto El Paso from Fort Worth, where
lie attended the meeting of the Texas tended the meeting of the cattlemen,
rattle raisers and also the annual In addittion to Dr. Bray. Among them
were J. H. Nations, G. E. Dalbey, E.
asF thering rf the Texas Veterinary
n
sociation, sajs the El Paso Herald. C. Houghton. H. M. Mundy, .lohn
and Tom Powers. They all
Dr. Bray was honored by being
elected at the state veterinary asso- stopped at Fort Worth for the fat
ciation. The members were given a stock show.
Dr. Bray says that a number of buybanquet at the Elite hotel In Dallas,
and attended a clinic at the veterin- ers and many sellers were present at
ary sDnitarium of Dr. L. E. Warner, the live stock meeting, but he did
firs(t vice presi- not hear of many sales, there being
who was elected
will
meet a considerable difference in the prices
dent. The association
next year In Fort Worth, when the asked and those offered.
cattltmen gather there.
It will not cost you a cent to try
The cattlemen elected Ike T. Pryor
Stomach and Liver
of San Antonio and Kansas City, as Chamberlain's
for
their president, W. W. Turney, of El Tablets, and they are excellent
Paso, declining to serve any longer, stomach - troubles and constipation.
having had three terms In the chair, Get a free sample at any drug store

DOCTOR

BRAY MADE

IfOU
B ut Things RfJtJ&T Come

YotH Have to, Also!
YOU May Think

WE
n piYiPrnhP r .

We Ate

Know Wc Have a

SPECULM TiMG
O TOM"

"S3

Tbat WE can affrd to wait, but YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
of tiie onjy heights overlooking th9 center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will ex-

clude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt or mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial!
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adjacent blocks; the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
building line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and
That on this avenue a thirty-fothat the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement of such surroundings. That the sixty sites on
this avenue are so advantageously situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.
ot

GO UP AND SEE!

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The Terrave Mddlti&n Improvement Company
M. P. S1AMM,

Secretary and Sailing Agent

MONDAY,
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Globe-Hernic-

the approval of the employer l gained and a better Bervloo secured for
the roal.
"It liavalfo played havic with tho
employe, some oi mem. and many
are working out of a Job. it is said
that under this system seven nun
run do the work of eight under the
old system, and It Is believed that the
local force will be cut down tn that
ratio when the system U In full
swing."
It is report Ml that the bonus svs
tern has worked the same effect In
nearly every shop in which it has
been installed, and the main official
who Installs and puts the syslem on
a working basis receives a salary hs
large as that of a life Insurance

Sectional Book Gases

kB

AND FILING CABINKTS
Complete Unit
The
tem on the Market.

Sys-

Most

t

i

SPRING CARPETS AND

RUGS
Arriving Daily. Some new and
Original Pattern In all

Standard Good.
J. D. EMMONS,.
Wholecale and Retail.
Auto phone 474. Colo, phone 177.
Corner of Coal Avenue and Second street west end of via
duct.

si?'

,

ARTESIAN

THiS CHANCE

SE-

TO

CURE BR6A1NS IN

IP

HARNESS

H

SADDLES
BRIDLES
LAP ROBES

We are offering some very special prices on this line of goods
and It will certainly pay you to get out prices before you buy.

.
For
nrains Mrams

and 8alt Meat.
Steam Sausage Factory,
EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, Norm Third Street

CM

Cuts, Bruises

VARNISHES ANL
BRUSHES.
Leather. Harness, Saddles, Lar
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Pal
metto Roof Paint; laBts five year and
stops leak. Cash paid for Hide and

fl-J- p

lx

& Burns

RAILROAD TOPIC:
E. L.. Taylor, auditor for the Santa in effect. It is explained that this is
Fe, arrived In the city yesterday from not done in a retallitary spirit, but because it Is the only way the railroads
his headquarters In La Junta.
have of preventing a serious loss in
Charles B. Ross, of Santa Fe, for passenger revenues.
m
merly assistant traveling auditor for
CHICAGO'S
TUNNEL
city
Sunday
was
In
the
Fe,
Santa
the
FREIGHT LINES.
to spend the day with friends, returnWill begin running this spring.
ing to the capital city this morning.
Have been building five years.
Forty-thre- e
miles of trackage.
Born, Saturday night, to Mr. and
Tracks forty feet below the street
Mrs. kawler, of 1007 South Arno
street, a boy. The exultant father Is level.
Every down town street tunneled.
an employe of the local shops.
Nearly all work done without openHarry Rankin, who travels over the ing top.
Plan to take wagon freight from the
Santa Fa reporting anything that
would be of betterment to train serv- streets.
Includes all merchandise, coal, lum- ice, spent Sunday In the city and left
Der, etc.
for the north this morning.
Capacity when complete will be
H. S. Lutz, station agent for t'ne double all street freight traffic today.
Underground railroad's
business,
Santa Fe, at Santa Fe, is In the city
attending court. Mr. Lutz says that when complete, estimated at ftiO.OOU
much rain fell at Santa Fe yesterday, a year gross.
and that the weather was very disaSTRANG CAR TAKES
greeable through the day.
SPIN ON SANTA FE.
A fire In the
blacksmith departInstead of coming direct to El Paso
ment of the Santa Fe shops Saturday over the Rock Island, the "Ogerlta."
night called out the shops fire depart- the Strang,
motor car
ment, and after half an hour's fight has switched to the Santa Fe and is
the boys succeeded In subduing tho making trial trips over lines in Kan
flames before any great damage had sas, says the El Paso Herald.
been done.
Railroads In Kansas are taking
i
great interest in the new car, esspent
in
Sunday
Rolla Stevens
the pecially those roads where the opporcity with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. tunities for
development of suburban
N. E. Stevens, and left this morning traffic are alluring.
cut-ofon
Epris
for
the Santa Fe
It is altogether probable that cars
where he holds the responsible posi- built on the lines of the "Ogerita"
will
engineer
tion of chief clerk to the
soon be In regular service on some
who has charge of the work for t'ne of these lines.
Santa Fe at that place.
Four thousand miles of running, at
m
The Holbrook Argus says: Super- a high average speed in all classes of
intendent El J. Gibson and Roadroas-te- r weather, without any repairs of maGabiel were here Wednesday and chinery is the record of which the
in company with Agent Daum drove inventor of the car is boasting.
Only one criticism of Che car has
over the hills. We were informed the
gentlemen were looking at the gravel been offered. It is said that the viwith the intention of opening a pit bration of the car has at times been
considerable. This will be remedied,
if they find the desired material.
the inventor says," by making
of a longer and broader type.
President A. E. Stllwell of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient railway,
and party of bankers and capitalists, FORCE AT SAN BERNARDINO
MAY BE CUT DOWN.
have returned to the east. They made
According to the statement of raila two weeks' trip over the Orient's
properties In Mexico and the great road officials in this city who are in
southwest.
Wlille in Mexico, Presi- a position to know, the "bonus" system heing installed in the Santa jre
dent Diaz entertained the party.
shops may be responsible for a but,
J. A. Burton and James A. Casn-ion- ting down of the force of mechanics
connected with the Grant Bros. in the local shops, says the San BerConstruction company, were in the nardino Times-Index- .
city last night for a abort time en
"The 'bonus' system has brought
route to Los Angeles from the liele-.- i about what the officers of the road
,
where they have been looking terra better service in the Albuquerafter grading operations on the cut- que shops," said an official, "and
off.
though it Is a very slight Improvement over the old piece system, it
In Arizona and southern Catd'ornia holds out extra
pay for the rapid
washouts have been occasioning the workman, and still provides
that the
coast
Santa Fe
lines people more or slow, though first class
workman shall
less trouble. Almost all trains are receive a regular
scale of wages. Thus
late nowadays as a result of these
washouts, the greatest
damage in
this line being confined to the southern part of California.
g

f,

new-car-

cut-off-

A! all Drurfdists

Pelt.
MM

F. C. PRATT

Officer

tion he

vith the
has not
ole skin,
al times
b ast one
his credit

Staple and Fancy

THE CANNING FACTORY

O. A. SLEYSTER

.....

s

2l5

t

Extra Fine Perfumed I Albuquerque

'

raST

Toilet Soaps

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

T-I-

I

SCREEN DOORS

25 cents

e

e.

-

e

Semi. Annual Conference
of Mormon Church,
malt
Lake City, April 6-1906.

EXPERT CHEF AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER.
CHANTS' LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30
NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
March 8. 1906.
Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his Intention to make final
proof in support of his claim, under
sections 16 and 17, of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
be made before the United States
commissioner at Albuquerque, N. M.,
on April 17, 1906, viz., Eniillo Sanchez,
for the small holding claim No. 2072,
In sections 24 and 25, township 7
north, range 2 east.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Juan Sanchez y Apodara, of Per-altN. M.; Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Fernlnlo Perea, of
Peralta, N. M., and Manuel Alderete,
of Peralta, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea
son under the laws and regulations
of the interior department, why such
proof should not be allowed, will be
given an opportunity at the above
e
mentioned time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

THE WILLIAMS

9,

Rate $33.10 for round trip. Date
of sale March 30 to April 3. Inclusive. Final limit 60 day
from date of aale.
Liberal stopovers on all above
excursions.
For full information call at
Ticket Office.
T. E. PURDY, Agent..

DAILY.

DRUG

SPECIAL LOW PRICES

CO.

TAKE
BLUE

FRONT STORE.
W. Railroad Ave.
Both phones.

117

STEAM

CARPET

good enough
for you

CLEANING

cross-examin-

COKE

INSURANCE.

M.

GOTH 'PHONES
t

OOOOOOOOOCOOOCIOOOOOOOOOO

Colo., Red 284; Aute.
. .(,

d

M. GRENADINO & CO.

DRAGOIE

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
N. PEACH & CO.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and REAL ESTATE DEALERS
an Kinds or Fresh Meat,
800 North Broadway, Corner of Wash Automatic 'phone, 515. Office, 20SV
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
West Oold Avenue.

.EsiF 5

IDLn

of Tho Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa Fe Railway

.

aCfi "drug th,e

f

harness

,h6v CUr' We"

etc, etc.

(m7

Alio

(f,them lm'rov'

to make
te line one and
round trip, but
eac h way

A

2 OR
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b" culf.
modern hotel.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP

con--clile- d

OUTE

FE

A

.

-

w.LL
o

feet wide with beautiful lake and public park and grand old shade trees; public achool bom, cost- in New Mexico- - tb e Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels.
Its mportance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated
New Mexico

20

1

1:

CO OVFR THE

.and or

gravel.

MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND

We need

.

nr.t-clas- .

WET.

NORTH

AND SOUTH.

bakery, tailor .bop. .hoe bouse. Jeweler, plumbing aho,.

,l.nl,
,

mUl.

TERMS ON EASY PAVVENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
0 PP.ICE8. IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST 1.0T8 TO

D

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
WM.

BECKER, President

M.KBERGER, Secretary

jtizxaae.

ys!?iJ

,rfMTifcSa

szsssf
c

r....l7-iif-

v

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
style, go to South Third street, corner
of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will
promptly at any hour of the
night Prices will be from 25c to 30c

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at J. C. Haldrldge's
yard.

W.H.Hahn&Co

I

Both 'Phones:
matlc, 671.

FIRE

Address,
Gen. Colonization Agent of A. T. &
S. F. Ry.,
Railway Exchange, Chicago.

MEXICO.

Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.

A. E. WALKER,

- MILL WOOD
KINDLING

NEW

J

For that reason spring is the time to
prepure to combat the Influence of hot
weather in summer. A practical bath
room, modern sanitary plumbing will
do wonders towards preserving the
good health of the family. For the
why and wherefore, call on us. We
are leaders In everything pertaining
to thoroughly up to date, sclentinc,.
sanitary plumbing.

American Block

Ton

help to get them
started Southwest of you
will give us their names
and addresses. U'Tlte us
today.
will

co;,

ARMED.

OOOCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJOOOm

COAL
$6.00 Per

&

FOREWARNED IS FORE- -

-

Cmrrlllom

REPOSITORY.

ALBUQUERQUE.

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

The

NOY.T

THROUGH OUrK

J. KORBER

TOTI A ORAO!

why not for your
friends BACK EAST?

A LOOK

LARGE

TMOHNTOH The Cl0anr
Cleans everything.
He is the
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the business. There Is no other Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Walter Street.

If your neighborhood Is

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA

LIMITED
,B

ls.swigir fares

r

Carriage Col

rirst

buslnen and resides lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad SO and 70 foot stre,
with alleys
....
churches. Commercial club; a population of 1.500 Inhabitants; lariat mercantile establishments
tft:v.jrit.U, etc. Helen it the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, bean, and
v In Central

met hero
quest ion of

4

r
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Of 1,000

ED RATES.

law is
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FOUND AT LAST

Groceries

TO RUN AT ROSWELL.
The canning factory will run this
ooiens laundered without shrinking. We tave added to our a).
Special Correspondence.
summer
well equipped "tindery a machine with which we
the farmers are urged Hillsboro creamery Butter Beat on
L
Kstancla. N. M.. March 23. Edward to plant and
can handle
Earth.
crops
accordingly, says the Orders
Zink and Miss Cora Marble, of this
Tr
,.ulthUt Srln,llnR-- , When we ftr throu81' with them ther
Daily
Solicited.
erv.
Free
Roswell
Record.
The factory has
Just
city, were united In marriage here the
them;
ihrinlt
bring them to
214 South Second Street.
a local market for such vene- and we will itralghten them out for you.
tn, thus uniting two very precious made
metals, although what the result of tables and the farmers should remem- wiu.ll U as t?S
.'
l.
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.
J'
tho rnniMnnllnn
The factory
insurance; reai estateDay a bet
le seen. James Brown and Miss Drv ter price for tomatoes willthis
notary
PTTBLin.
season
of Corona, were also married here on than it did last.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
the 19th.
Auiumiuc xeiepnone, 174.
A project to organize a stock commen and women,
pany for the purpose of sinking an
Vp iiim fi for nnniinMl
A. D.
artesian well here was started a few
THESE ARE
M irritmiuni T ulceration!
m.V o'M
days ago, and an enthusiastic meeting of the leading e.Mzens of the town
EltCH(Hfin9. an, or !..,,,ou..
was held Monday at R. O. Soper's
CIKCINNATI.C fcrer;
Sold j DranlUi.
11."?- :- - ..... - ..,.
store to discuss the question. At a
if !v xpr?a, prfPRtd, for
later meeting It was reported by the
soliciting committee that $l,00i had
C'ITj.r lent 00 reuitea. j
already been raised for the project,
and It is thought that there will be
no difficulty experienced In securing
the necessary funds for the purpose. CHEAP RATES TO SOUTH
It is Intended to Incorporate a comAND WEST
pany with 110,000 capital stock and
make a thorough test for artesian
LOW PRICES
a
water, and it Is now rumored that the
sinking of the well will be commenced
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumpa
9 'ou Mend huyln a vehicle to enjoy the summer months? If you do
in the very near future.
and supplies and horse-powe- r
pump- A don t pass us by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle we
ing outfits.
An Albuquerque man named Dabney
have many good styles within the range of modest incomes. Top Bug-- 0
has arrived in town and rented a
Auto. Phons 308, Colorado Red 131.
Kunabout8' Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons of all kinds.
building from H. B. Hawkins, whlcn
voa 1 Btay away because you are not rich.
A
Come and see us.
he will stock with drugs as soon as
the building, which is being altered,
j
is completed.
A. Fitzpatrick, of El Paso, has pur0
Corner
2
end TIJeras Road.
chased two lots and will erect a four-- !
Imperial Council Ancient
room cottage thereon in the near fuArable Order Noble of
ture for rental purposes.
Building operations are going rap-- , Mystic Shrine Convention,
Lm
Angeles, Cal., May
idly forward in the little metroolis,
Violet Rose and English Hawthorne,
O,
I0O6.
of the Estancia valley, and the place
National Congress of
Is taking on city airs.
General Building Soppliea
Mothers, Los Angeles, Cel.,
3 Cakes in Box
My7-1- 1,
S. E. Pelphrey, contractor and proIOO0.
For the above occasion tick,
prietor of the Alamogordo door, winKOReta will be sold to Lot Angeles
dow and sasb factory, Alamogordo.
Both Phones
or San Franciico at rate of one
N. M., has secured the contract to
Third and Marqucttt
build the large hospital and office
fare for round trip. Date of cale
April
buildings for the Phelps-Dodg26
peoto May 6, 1906, Inclu-elvple at Dawson. The work Is to comFinal limit July 31, 1906.
Just received two carloads of fine
mence at once. Mr. Pelphrey has
SpecialExcursion to City Also extra quality
done considerable work at Dawson
Tar and Carriages, Buggies, Runabouts
people bought of Mexico and Return
since the Phelps-DodgRate $40.25 for the round trip.
the Northeastern and Dawson coal
Hygienic Skin Soaps at
and Phaeton.
Date of sale April 25 to May 5,
fields. The hospital building, when
Inclusive. Fini return limit
completed, will be quite an addition
the same price
July 31, 1906.
to the Dawson layout.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclen Townsite

to briiu;
after.

special rates
s, including cler-hal- f a
rates, are
nmer resort men
need not expect
.ton rates so Ions

CO.

3sl8n is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system-lead- ing
east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

istures

II

&

AND LAS VEGAS

boden'a Granite Flour.

OTHER ITEMS.

Located on the Bclcn

who has held the
ntlioer at Islet
'"""d his

T"

i!

ALBUQUERQUE

WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE
Established In 1882

The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

m

of

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekln & Co.'s Coffees, Ini

H

I

matter

Wholesale Grocer

Thos. F. Kclchcr
OILS,

PAINTS,

o-

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

d

u

.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Kinda of Fresh

JOHNSON

AND ETC.

The court of civil appeals at Austin, Texas, declared unconstitutional
the law i assed at the last regular session of the Texas legislature assessing a two cent tax on the cross earn
ings of all railroads. By this judgment, the state will lose several hundred thousand dollars In taxes, and it
saves to he railroad at present nearly
IJou.WMi n the way of penalties achi
cumulate
consequence of their
-'f- u.-a!
tn pay tin- - taxes.
v

Meat Market
All

EOR ESTANCIA

TEST WELL

SEVEN

PAGE

THIRD STREET

WATER

COMPANY ORGANIZED AND FUNDS
SECURED
FOR
SINKING
OF

"linz,

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

MARCH 26, 1906.
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EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EIGHT

ordlna'lelv proud. They hive decided
to chrlst'en the little one Kilomenu
Marguerlta. after her grandmother
and mother.
llartman. formerly a
Miss
High School,
Central
the
in
tether
has winh I'd her leslirnation, to tne
1U cr at nr.ee. nml will remain in the
DAY AND WEATHER.
city until the first of May. on which
ik.
Partly cloudy tonight and Tueday; date she w ill leave for New
Mrs. Will M" nts have
Mi
colder tonight; warmer In north por.
tnr
and leave
tion, Tuesday.
broken up housekeeping'
this evcrin,' for l.os Angeles, where
Sunrise, 5:56; set, 6:16; length of Mr Menis- will represent the
i ifo
Insurance conipnny.
day, 12 hours and 20 minutes: moon
will set at 7:57 this evening. Day has1 Their bo iseii did goods liave preceiieu
been cloudy but pleasant. But little t ii"m.
water fell in the brief showers of the
Mr. nml Mrs. Claude King of
three days. Tomorrow In the nan are In the city, returning homu
Jewish calendar
Reih Hodesh Nis-- ' ft..r a oleasatlt visit to Mexico. Mr.
san. The bank of EnnlanH was Incor-- ! Ulnar eir' ed at Tin Ciilen office 'hi"
ni
porated on this day in 1694. or 212 mornini;.
lie if " iiiiiimsnm
published in
(f the t?;iorls Afield,
years ago.

TOCATj

Pi J
1

1
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When
this chief dement nf shoe making Is lacking, all the
oilier pRrlB. t'numii they may be of the highest order, will nev.T ninke rooiI the loss of this essen-lla- l
feature. Hut quality alone, without embellishment does no: appeal to discriminating buyers. It
requires the combination of both to please them.

(Mil-las-

cnange.

City Republican Central
( ommitteo,
W. H. C.MJ.EXWATER.
Chairman of the CMty Republican cen
tral Committee.

BEAUTIFYING QUALITY is a "thing that has
been accomplished In our phoos, without any extra
f r the moctss.
Our shoos In comparison with rivals at even
prices, will s'idw yon tlie advantage attractive
gives them over the ordinary kind.

shoe-makin- g
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ROOMINQ
HOUSE FOR RENT
AND FURNITURE OF SAME
FOR

SALE.

FINE LOCATION; GREAT
APPLY O. W. STRONG'3

EARGAIN.
SONS.

There was an exchange of overcoats

1

billiard hall, In the
Following Ih the 4 o'clock report of at the Gussaroff
building, last Saturday night,
LADIE3.
the arrival of Santa Ke passenger I'arne'tt person,
Miss Barbara
Kirn, the Chicago
who, by mistake, took
and the
trains:
announces that she has
a much better overcoat than bis own modiste,
on time.
First and second No.
Is reqm sted to return It and thus opened up a first class dressmaking
No. 7 On time.
establishment In Room 20, Armljo
save trouble.
No. 83:25 a. in.
building.
No. 4 On time.
The Saturday and Sunday police
No. 9 On time.
drag nei only enimephed a lew
PAY YOUR POLL TAX FOR 1906
drunks and a "vag," four of the first
the conventions class being fined Jn police court this AT RUPPE'S DRUG 8TORE BEPon't fall
FORE APRIL 1ST, AND AVOID
tonight.
morning for their Indulgence, nil beOF SUIT.
Attorney Felix Haca Is spending the ing natives. An American hobo also COST
o
day in Hernalillo.
A G ASTRONOMICAL
went to the chain gang for his refusal
TREAT WILL
BE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
fire insurance to work.
H. A. Sleyster, the
For ELEPHANT MERCHANTS' LUNCH
agent, was a passenger for Gallup on
The Socorro Chieftain says:
today's train.
months past the Chieftain has been FROM 11 TO 2:30.
V. M. Moore, of El Paso, accom doing more advertising for AlbuquerSCREEN TIME IS COMING.
panied by his wife, --'as a visitor In que merchants than for Socorro merchants. It is a significant fact that
this city yesterday.
Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
are securing a generous
home niado door, with trimmings,
C. W. Crews and wife, of Pueblo, the former
A
n iWiiMtti ifn
Socorro for $1.25.
Colo., were visitors In the metropolis amount of business from
customers.
county
all
screens
making
window
We are
of New Mexico yesterday.
The Lyric Quartette reorganized yes mortised together, and as strong as
Peter Marron of Buffalo, N. Y., Is in terday,
begin
again
will
practicing
and
square foot. A
the city, the guest of his brother, At- with renewed energy. J. M. Hether- a door, for 7 cents a or
that
screen door,
torney O. N. Marron, and family.
ineton assumes the management of will outlast any door shipped In here
I,ouls McKae, who spent the past the quartette under the reorganization. from the cast, together with trimfew days in this city, left this morn- The sineers are as follows: J. Wes mings, for $1.25.
ing for his sheep ranch near Estau- - ley Beane, James
Hetherlngton,
M.
We make the regular shop made
cia.
Bert Gamble and A. M. Kring.
screen doors that have always cost,
There will be a regular meeting of
Post master R. W. Hopkins has re heretofore. $2.00 to $2.25. for $1.50.
the Women's Relief Corps tomorrow ceived official notice from the postal
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, at Red Meus nivhoritios at Washington to the effect
PLANING MILL CO.
hall.
that an extra man has been allow?d
Today We Have
AT THE
MERCHANTS' LUNCH
Albuquerque him on the free delivery service. Tills
R. P. Hall, of the
FROM 11 TO 2:3"
Foundry company, has returned from will make seven mail carriers on the WHITE ELEPHANT
ALSO FREE LUNCH SAT- a short visit with his family in Holly- free delivery. The new man will be I DAILY.
Red
URDAY NIGHT.
wood, Cal.
appointed about April 1.
comATTENTION GENTLEMbM
There will be a special meeting of
The Albuquerque Hardware
the Fraternal Order of Eagles tonight pany shipped to Boston Saturday a
your, suit now for "Easter,"
Bass
Order
westat Red Men's hall. Initiations and re handsome stt of harness and a
dressed. You know our
be
well
and
freshments.
ern saddle, the goods being consigned reputation. Best workmanship, latest
Gulf
manager of
E. Abrahams,
the to Thomas Casey, a mining man. w'no styles, and lowest prices.
Eighteen
O'RIelly drug store, has been confined makes his home in the city of beans hundred new samples to select from.
to his home the past week with ma- and classic rhetoric. This Is probably
Agency
SEALSHIPT OYSTERS
the first sale of such jsoods by order Nettleton Tailoring
larial fever.
Charles Fisher, of Ixis Angeles, has from a city so far east.
114 South Third street.
Bice Points
Selects
Standards
There will be a meeting of the Asarrived In the city and will remain
TICKETS f OUGHT. SOLO
several days the guest of his brother, sociated Charities Tuesday afternoon
at which time all interested i:i the
Adam Fisher, of this city.
AND EXCHANGED
to be In
The Home Mission ladles of the organization are requested
Office
Association
will
The organization
Highland Methodist church will meat attendance."
Transactions
In the Conimercijl
at
o'clock
meet
with Mrs. Phillips, Sua North Eighth
Guaranteed',,
club rooms, and the finance commitstreet, March 27tli, at 3 p. in.
tee and board of directors are urged ROSENFIELD'S, 1 8 W. R. R. Ave, i
Hon. H. O. Bursutn was In the city to
be present.
between trains, this morning, return
Hon. T. B. Catron passed through
ing to Santa Fe from a visit to his
the city this morning, returning to
sheep ranch in Socorro county.
his home at Santa Fe from tin cxtenl-eLieutenant Ciurlano Uaca, of the
sojourn in the east. Mr. Catron
Territorial
Mounted Police, passed wag. on Saturday nominated on the
through the city, this morning, en citizens' ticket as candidate for mayor
route to Santa Fe from Socorro.
BEST.'
"THE
and is now hurrying home to take a
airs. Holmes, daughter oi Mrs. hand in the campaign, which will end
Hyde and sister of Mrs. A. E. Walker, In an election to be held on April 3d.
is here from southern California on a
John W. Slayton, at one time sovisit, and will remain a few weeks
cialist candidate for the governorship
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Hollister of of Pennsylvania, and one of the promDenver are spending a few days in inent leaders of the socialist party In
Albuquerque enjoying the bracing air, Pennsylvania, will lecture in this cly
after which they will make a tour of March 29, 30, 31 and April 1 and 2, on
the "Sunshine Territory."
the subject of "Graft." He will also
A new sidewalk that will add much take an active part In the socialists'
to the appearance of the property is campaign in the coming city election.
being laid at the southeast corner of
Vn'less something
unforseen hapthe vacant lot at Fourth street and pens,
the Congregationallsts will be
West Gold avenue.
back in the auditorium of their church
John Rhinerson, the well known Al on next Sunday. The new pews are
buquerque carpenter, returned today1 all in place and the new Lyon & Heily
from an extended visit in Hanover, N. pipe organ will have been fully inM., where he reports much success in stalled by that time. This is tho first
his line of business.
pipe organ to lie brought to Albuquer
Howard H. Hetts, city clerk of Sil- que and the Cotigregatiunahsts arc
ver City, arrived in the city Saturday juMly proud of it.
night from Santa Fe and spent the
Preparations have already begun
Sabbath here, leaving for hla home In for the reception of delegates to the
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THfc iOim4E'S SHOULDER.
Silver City last night.
animal"- - meeting
of the New Mex
Congregational
There will be a regular meeting of ico Association
of
Mission
the Knights of Pythias In their lodge churches
and
Teachers
rooms tonight at 8 o'clock, at wiheh which will take place in this city on
401-40- 3
time matters of Importance toi the the tth, 7th and 8th of April. The
U3-U5-U- 7
lodge will be discussed.
sessions of the meeting will be held
The street department is to be com- in the auditorium of the CongregaMexico
for
plimented on some good work being tional church. An elaborate program
Writ, (or Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
done on North Fourth stheet, where has been arranged for the occasion.
a deep sag In the street
Is being
1'nder the direction of the music 2
The largest stock west of Kansas City.
filled up to the grade level.
committee of the Albuquerque WoFriday
Club,
will,
on
that club
Mrs. W. T. Martlnlere, mother of E. man's
Martiniere, of 717 East Gold avenue, evening, March 30, give an invitation
left this morning for her home at e.o- - musicale that for excellent local tal
lumbiis, Ga., after a pleasant visit of ent will be one of the best ever given
in this city. Each member of the club
a month's duration to her son.
lias the privilege of inviting, as hei
suffiWalter Jaffa has recovered
guests,
two people not connected with
cient to be moved to his home. Mr. the
The affair promises to be
Jaffa siient several weeks at St. one club.
cf the best musical treats of the
Joseph's hospital suffering from an season.
operation for appendicitis.
SHUR-OFull equipment for Company E and
Mrs. J. H. Wroth will leave Wednes- (! of the New Mexico National Guards
day for Berkeley, Cal., where she goes lias arrived, and will be distributed to
to be present at the graduation ex- the members not now having their
ercises of the college her sou James, complete equipment, on the next driil
who graduates this year, is attending. iilu.
Company (i with Its new
FIRS T ESTABLISHED OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Harrison are re- equipment, will be the finest company,
joicing in the arrival of a
both in numbers ami equipment, as
Room IO, Whiting Blk.
.
w
U
stranger at their home
as the best drilled, in the Na
Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.
Mmdo at Vann's Drug Store.
Appointment
It is a girl and the father Is in
Guards. The numbers of Company G are preparing to pive a dance
Apiil i'O, and Captain Kuppe, in honor
t iiie event, has decorated one of bis
fi hi windows wltii equipment parn- ualia of the company.
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AND CONDIMENTS.

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.
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1,00

and Style for Children

SAUCES
V

SI. 25
-

,

APPLES! APPLES!
$2.25 PER BOX.
J. F. PALMER.
501 NORTH FIRST STREET.

t

Chicago.

OF TRAINS.

M. E. MICKEY.

secretary

!

ARRIVAL

.

itio ball room of the Klks' Opera
Hons...
Delegates and all persona
Interested will please
the
notice

("on-.,r',.,i- ,.

htners always seek quality first.
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-

F. F. TROTTER
Nog. 118

and

South Second street.
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T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynatd

Co

OF

ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Llbbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
.Each in its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete."
good time for investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing

In

SOUTH

SECOND

pay you to buy It from ua SaturMarch 24. Remember, for one day only at the following cut prices:

Regular Price $1.00
Regular Price $1.25
Regular Price $1.50

Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday
Our Price Saturday

65c
75c
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the eame before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
"March 24 and the time one day cnly. Mall orders will be accepted ut the above prices.

J.

H. O'RIELLY CO,

Druggists

Barnett Building

LUMBER

CEMENT
DOORS
GLASS

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

mm

Albuquerque, N.

M.

Palace

Sun-,day-

pair of new laces will impruvo
looks of vnr shoes loo per cent.
have all kiinls it ml colors
her, cotton, linen or silk, In lirown.
.ie or hlaek. l'rii t s run from 2'j
.is to ".1 cents, i'. .May's thoe
iv, 314 West Kiiilroail avenue.

KENT

Nobby
square-cu- t,
double
breasted Suits, elegant patterns, at
$5.00, 95. GO and $G.OO
Young Men's long pant Suits, in neat patterns,
nicely tailored; at $8, 10, 12.50, 13.50 and 15.00
two-piec-

LATE TO CLARIFY

s
s
s

t

North First Street
and Arizona.

New

s
4

Nicely

furnishoil

front

e,

NOW

IS THE TIME

ROSES,
TO PLANT HARDY
VINES, SHRUES AND HONEYWE HAVE THEM.
SUCKLES

PRICES ARE RIGHT.

iE.L WASHBURN CO.
ll'H
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WctNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to E. J. POST

and

COMPANY

&

Mtf
JW M frskttva

M VVk

Wholesale

fUl
etail tTiJJi

REFRIGERATORS

in; 41! South Thin) street.
U".v or sirl to strip
WANTED
T
11. Wt'steiTclil,
Kaiirnail
iM'ilue.
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.

Boys and Youths

Gold

s

w"olesale
and Retail

j
TOO

All the Novelties of this season now
displayed.

Wct

G

.

$1.50, $1.75, $2.25, $3.00 and $3.50
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n

Lowney's Candies

We have an elegant line of New
WASH SUITS in Russian Blouse
and Sailor Suits at

i

r

Stationery

Spring Clothes for Boys

f

s

Fine Jewelry

We Invite

Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

yC ton fnmciiiHl

o

N

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watdhea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

K

THE BIRDSELL WAGON

S.VANN&SON
T. OFVANN
S.DOCTOR
PURE DRUGS
OPTICS

THE

Diamond

Snapper
Flounder
Sea
Cat Fish

ooooccoooooo

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
-

DAILY

WHITNEY COMPANY!

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED
First and Marquette,

o

WORLD'S

If not.yai may a little later. It wilt
Quart
Quart
4- - Quart

RECEIVED

Barracuda
Salmon
Smelts
Channel Cat Fish

1

STREET.

Do You Use a Fountain Syringe

3- -

otoooootoeoc-a-

LENT EM FBSH

d

2- -

i

R.R

'Tis a
value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

day.

ooooooooo
SHIPMENTS

i:

26, 1906.

Cit

Mai-care-

I

Shoes of Quality and Style

MARCH

Delegates Attention.
Republican Convention

The

1

wfst can rna n avf

MONDAY,

NOTICE.

and

PEUSOXAL

:

CITIZEN.

III
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FLORIST

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 718.

EUREKA COTTON

'

V' V:

ICE CREAM

o.

FREEZERS

'

'

WIPE WINDOW

'

.
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SCREENS
.GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

RUBBER HOSE

"

GARDEN, TOOLS

,

SPADEsTHOVELS

i

j

''x

hose

)A

r

;
.

RAKES

;.'
-

;-

GARDEN BARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

-

-

-

NEW MEXICO
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